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The Theory of Living Human Systems gives us the whole 
context in its name: living, human, systems. It offers us a 
particular way to look at our human world, a way that lets 
us see events, relationships and processes differently, with a 
purpose. The purpose is to have choice, to be able to make 
choices and test how the choices we make, to act or not act, 
effect the systems we are a part of.  
This Newsletter is a voice for our members’ views of their 
experiences and observations as we live in the immense 
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, challenges to our 
living human systems at all levels. As I read, I find myself 
resonating, moved, curious, sad – even angry. So much is 
aroused in these turbulent times that hearing voices that 
speak to me -- to us -- even in print, is sustaining. 
Since we conceived of this Newsletter another powerful 
wave has emerged in our living human systems: a call 
to confront the impact of systemic racism in the US and 
around the world. Many of our members’ contributions 
were already in on May 25th, the date of George Floyd’s 
murder. However, two articles do contribute to that 
conversation: Joe Hovey’s article SCT and SAVI and 
Politics (page 16) and in the creative work contributed 
by the self-organized interest group of members, SCT 
and Race in the Members Forum (page 23). Some of 
you may also have joined the theory-oriented group 
Exploring Systemic Racism Group sponsored by the SCT 
Training and Resource Center.  Meanwhile I’m hoping 
that many of you are using your systems brains and 
hearts, comprehension and apprehension, to find your 
relationship to these huge social issues, and through that 
find your ways to participate.  
Enjoy your read – and keep your mind open to build, to 
contribute your own experiences to the next Newsletter. This 
is our home, a place to “talk”, to share. Let us and contributors 
know what you find stimulating, in whatever way! 
We do look forward to offering your contributions through 
the Winter Newsletter. .

From the Editor
Claudia Byram 
claudiabyram@gmail.com

E-News
In case you missed it, check your inbox 
for the E-news. Find information on 
Upcoming Trainings, Member News 

and Organizational Updates.
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In this time of separation I have been in touch with 
experiences of alienation, and I think this has been 
pervasive for many of us.  
At an existential level, the experience of not belonging and of 
being utterly alone belongs to all of us, and we can experience 
profound versions of alienation in the intimacy phase of an 
SCT group, as well as carry alienated survival roles around 
with us throughout our lives. I heard a talk recently about 
the experiences of those astronauts who orbited alone round 
the dark side of the moon – they were utterly alone in the 
universe, cut off, aware of their insignificance. This was 
described by Michael Collins, the first man who did this as 
47 minutes of sinister silence. In SCT groups I have heard 
experiences of alienation described in similar terms – alone in 
a spacecraft, adrift in the universe, utterly alone. Of course, the 
way we work in SCT is to subgroup around the experience, 
so I can be joined in my utter isolation with another in their 
utter isolation. I can bring in a profound knowing that I can 
never be understood and be reflected in a way which I feel 
understood. This takes the edge off the harshness and makes 
it possible to bear it, but it remains a very hard place to go. 
However, alienation is not just harsh and cold. The wish to 
separate is also a wish to be with myself. The experience of 
separation gives me the opportunity to individuate. Being 
alone is vital; I cannot have a real relationship with others 
unless I can separate from them. I cannot see others until 
there is a space between us.  
The lockdowns over recent months have induced 
experiences of alienation in many of us; people have been 
forced into being alone and have been lonely and desperate. 

From the Director
Mike Maher 
mike.maher1@me.com

Couples and families have been forced into more contact 
than they want and have been desperate to get away from 
each other. Many of us have developed square eyes from 
relating to others through computer screens – a strange 
mixture of connection and loss. 
I find myself gravitating to a soft version of alienation, 
which for me is captured in the Lake Isle of Innisfree, 
written by W.B. Yeats in 1888 when he was only 23. 
This offers a highly romantic, idealised and unrealistic 
solution to the urge to separate; Yeats himself later in life 
was annoyed that it remained his most popular poem, as 
he wrote much that was more difficult and serious, but 
it resonates with that part of us which believes in the 
possibility of simplicity, and peace, and aloneness, and taps 
in to the yearning to just go and just be.  
     I will arise and go now, and go to Innisfree,  

And a small cabin built there, of clay and wattles made; 
Nine bean-rows will I have there, a hive for the honey-bee,  
And live alone in the bee-loud glade.  

     And I shall have some peace there, for peace comes 
dropping slow,  
Dropping from the veils of the morning to where the 
cricket sings;  
There midnight’s all a glimmer, and noon a purple glow,  
And evening full of the linnet’s wings.  

     I will arise and go now, for always night and day  
I hear lake water lapping with low sounds by the shore;  
While I stand on the roadway, or on the pavements grey,  
I hear it in the deep heart’s core.

From the SCT Newsletter Group

As you read through the Newsletter, your thoughts may be stimulated about our present contexts; ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic, the emergence of energy to address institutional racism, the environmental changes that are happening and 
are in the predictive models - and close to home, the movement of so much work and life online, including our own 
conference, SCT Conference 2021.

We invite you to put those observations in to words for the Winter Newsletter!

If you have a longer article in the hopper or percolating in your brain, contact Ray Haddock (rayhad@doctors.org.uk). 
Target date for finished pieces: November 1st
Shorter reflections to Perri Franskoviak (pfranskoviak@gmail.com) for the Members Forum. Target date: November 1st.
Information on articles, presentations, or member news go to Verena Murphy (vmch99@hotmail.com) for the E-News. 
Target date: December 13th
If you are not sure where to send something - send it to any of us. We will find a place for it.

We look forward to hearing from you. 
Newsletter Action Group
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The word ‘theory’ has the same root as ‘theatre’, meaning 
‘to view’. So, it could be said that a theory is a way of 
looking at the world and not the way world is (Bohm, 
1980).  Yvonne Agazarian would often communicate this 
with Alfred Korzybski’s (1933) famous quote ‘A map is 
not the territory’. In this article, I am trying ‘to view’ and 
explore Yvonne’s theory of living human systems (LHS) in 
the current context of worldwide epidemic of coronavirus 
(referred as COVID-19). 

Information
Yvonne Agazarian (2017) borrowed the concept of 
Information from Shannon’s Mathematical Theory of 
Communication (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) where energy 
is equated with the information. In other words, ‘energy’ 
and ‘information’ are two different words and in the 
context of TLHS the operational definition of ‘energy’ is 
‘information’. 

The word ‘information’ here has a very specific meaning, 
as defined by Shannon and used in theoretical physics in 
general.  Weaver (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) describes 
“…..information in communication theory relates not so 
much to what you do say, as to what you could say. That 
is information is a measure of one’s freedom of choice 
when one selects a message.” In simpler terms information 
is the measure of the number of possible alternatives for 
something.  “How much information do we have if we 
learn which of the brothers Karamazov murdered their 
father? The answer depends on how many Karamazov 
brothers are there.” (Rovelli, 2016).  

When a simple closed electric circuit gets an on/off switch, it 
gains one bit of information. This means when someone has 
access to this switch, this someone has a choice of obtaining 
two different states of that circuit i.e. open or closed.    

Another example: there is no information or energy 
available in a particular medicine if it is no better than 
placebo. It remains a random chance, just as does the 
placebo, to cure the symptoms or illness. As such there is 
no ‘choice.’  

Another one: discovery of ‘COVID-19’ doesn’t become 
information, and does remain like any fantastical or 
mythological idea unless there is ‘choice;’ the choice 

between not doing anything and carrying on as it is or 
adapting to new measures like social distancing, self-
isolations etc.  

The idea that energy or information means ‘choice’ 
also makes intuitive sense. When we say someone has 
information or energy, in a strict mathematical sense, 
we possibly mean that someone has the capacity to 
discriminate between alternatives. 

Information & Systems  
Systems are defined by boundaries: outside and inside. 
So any structure and form can be conceptualised as a 
system.  

How does one system know about another? If a system A 
(e.g. COVID-19) is communicating with a System B (e.g. 
Living Human System, LHS), it has two implications. 

    1.  System A (COVID-19) & System B (LHS) are separate. 

    2.  System A (COVID-19) has information about system 
B (LHS) and vice versa. 

In fact, any physical system manifests itself only by 
interacting with another. COVID-19 (System A) appears 
only when it interacts with LHS (system B). Any description 
of a system is always a description of the ‘information’ 
which a system has about another system, the one with 
which it interacts. e.g. if we both pick a ball each from a 
box which has one white and one black ball, the white ball 
in my hand has information about the ball in your hand, 
i.e. it is black in colour.  The thermostat in the room has 
information about the room temperature. Your navigation 
system has information about you i.e. where you want to 
go.  Coronavirus has information about our respiratory 
tract cells. It is important to note, that ‘information’ here 
is not a mental construct; it’s a physical fact. If we view 
ourselves, as a Living Human system (LHS), in that case 
description of any system by us is just a way of summarizing 
all the information we have about it through our past 
interactions, and using them to predict the effect of future 
interactions (Rovelli, 2016). E.g. our past knowledge about 
micro-organisms, and human body brings this system into 
existence, what we are describing as ‘COVID-19’.  

A Theory of Living Human Systems (TLHS)  
and COVID-19
Nitesh Painuly, MD  
nitesh.painuly@nhs.net 
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Information, Entropy & Time 
Entropy and time are unique properties of a living human 
system (LHS).  

Entropy (the Greek word for ‘transformation’) is a measure 
of the information that we (a living human system), do 
not have. As Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906) showed 
through his work that we humans interact with the world 
only through limited variables, and this macroscopic and 
blurred vision gives rise to entropy. He demonstrated that 
entropy is precisely the quantity that counts How many 
are the different configurations that we humans do not 
distinguish between (Rovelli, 2018). In physics, this is 
commonly described as ‘missing information’ (or disorder) 
and is indicated by letter S (named after Shannon).  

Entropy is a measurable quantity that increases or remains 
the same but never decreases. This is the fundamental 
law of physics, and is the only law, which knows any 
difference between past and future. This is also the law, 
which explains flow of time from past to future, but does 
it in a round-about way. Stephan Howkins (1988) puts 
it succinctly ‘disorder increases with time because we 
measure time in the direction in which disorder increases.’  
In other words, because the fact that the past is known 
and the future is unknown proves that entropy (disorder 
or missing information) increases with time.  

The relevance of bringing this in current discussion is 
twofold.  

    1.  Living human system doesn’t exist in time; instead 
time exists within living human system. As soon 
as we LHS interact with any particular system, 
time emerges. Looking back, last year the world 
(LHS) was in a particular order which could be 
defined by ‘no COVID’. This means there was no 
or very little missing information in LHS about 
various interactions between LHS and COVID-19 
(as there was no COVID-19). Time (since last year) 
in this context could be defined as ‘what we didn’t 
know (missing information) about COVID then’ 
and can be measured in terms of many variables, 
e.g. number of deaths, economic costs, changes 
in human behaviour, etc.  Maybe viewing time 
in this participatory way and as a measure of the 
‘information what we do not have’ helps; especially 
where prevalent belief around ‘time’ is something 
completely independent and omnipotent is causing 
many problems in current socio-political climate. 

  2.    Entropy and ‘edge of the unknown’ are closely related. 
In SCT language, Entropy is the measure of the 
‘differences, which we are not even aware of ’. Entropy 
(and time) becomes a useful bridge (information) to 

discriminate between ‘known’ and ‘unknown’. This 
is similar to the intuitive ‘information’ of ‘being at 
the edge of the unknown’ (dread), which gives us a 
choice between either reacting with ‘anxiety’ or ‘being 
curious’. 

TLHS: An Elephant and Three Blind 
Men 
A Theory of Living human systems (TLHS) defines a 
hierarchy of isomorphic systems that are energy-organising, 
goal-directed and self-correcting. (Agazarian, 2017).  On 
the other hand, the law of conservation of energy asserts 
that total energy of an isolated system is constant, and this 
can never be created or destroyed (Feynman, 1970). So 
what does energy-organising in TLHS mean?  

In an attempt to integrate this apparent contradiction, 
my hypothesis is that the hierarchy of isomorphic systems 
is actually made up of the different levels of energy, so 
are different (but isomorphic) systems. A living human 
system organises energy by moving across various levels of 
hierarchies. In a similar way, an electron jumps up or down 
its orbit depending on gaining or losing a quanta of energy. 
Similarly, the level of energy in a Living Human System 
(LHS) moves from an individual to a family, to a group, 
to a nation or world etc. In fact, two other components 
of TLHS, being goal-directed and self-correcting, point 
towards the same process. 

Until recently, I used to see energy-organising, goal-directed 
and self-correcting as three separate but interconnected 
functions of a living human system. Only now, it occurs 
to me these three components are those three blind men 
who are trying to communicate the same and only one 
elephant. Perhaps these are three different points of view, 
as well as three functions. 

As I am writing in this post-COVID world, the overall 
entropy in this relationship (between LHS and system 
COVID-19) has increased significantly.  The LHS doesn’t 
discriminate all configuration/organizations/contexts of 
system COVID-19 (i.e. missing information) which has 
been influencing LHS. This brings TLHS in a visible 
action, i.e. moving into a different isomorphic hierarchy 
so this process of energy organising, goal-direction, and 
self-correction can continue. This new hierarchy at present 
is perceived as a world with a slower pace, more virtual 
meetings etc.  

During COVID, I discovered that ‘Living Human’ in 
A Theory of Living Human System is more to do with 
this timeless (though very much entwined in time) and 
self-perpetuating energy-organising, goal directed and 
self-correcting drive (what in SCT we have named as Life-
force)  than to do with a system. 
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I was in Italy when the pandemic took hold, not too far 
from the epicentre and needing to travel through it, either 
to do the work I had contracted to do, or to go home early. 
I had travelled by train from York to Bologna at the end 
of January and spent a night en route in Milan, a large and 
busy city. On my return in early March, having cut short 
my trip, Milan and the hotel where I had stayed previously 
were almost deserted. I boarded an early morning train 
which was virtually empty – until we crossed the border 
into France. The three of us in my carriage were joined by 
dozens of cheerful French skiers, oblivious to the gloom 
and sense of threat suffusing northern Italy at that time. 
Paris and London were their usual selves, with crowds of 
people behaving, in my view, with bizarre and disturbing 
‘normality’. No official brandished a temperature ‘gun’ 
at my forehead at St Pancras International train station. 
Perturbed and relieved that no one had the slightest 
interest in my arrival from the hotspot of European 
infection, I arrived home about midnight and settled down 
to two weeks of self-isolation, with the exception of a visit 
to the hospital (carpark) for a Covid test, as I had mild 
viral symptoms. The test was negative but who knows? I 
was closing my boundaries in the context of a potentially 
deadly infection that was spreading rapidly across the 

world. It seemed obvious that the virus crossed boundaries 
very easily at all system levels – into our countries, into 
our bodies, into our dreams. But others saw the context 
much more locally – this village, that city, this region, that 
country, those people but not me or us.  

This article is about the way Covid-19 has affected the 
lives of some members of the SCT community, and about 
how those members have used their knowledge of SCT 
and SAVI to manage themselves and their lives. I invited 
people to have a short online conversation as an alternative 
to writing. This idea arose from knowledge that people 
(myself included) sometimes find writing a challenge 
and a chore, because it needs polishing and making 
tidy, whereas conversations are more fluid. Writing is an 
inner-person activity with an interpersonal goal, while 
talking is immediately interpersonal. I also thought people 
might welcome a talk when our freedom to socialise was 
constrained. I asked people to talk about their experience 
of the pandemic, and to reflect on whether and how their 
SCT knowledge had been a resource. 

The members I spoke with were able to talk about 
experience in different jurisdictions and different 
countries, showing that the impact of the virus is also 

A Virus, a Pandemic, a Theory and a Method: 
Experiences of Some Members of the  
SCT Community
Juliet Koprowska 
juliet.koprowska@york.ac.uk 

Thanks to: David Fleenor, Ivette Guillermo-McGahee, Nina Klebanoff, Jane Steinberg, Kati Taunt, Bhadrena Tschumi as 
individuals; and Kathy Lum, Janneke Maas, Dayne Narretta, Jane Steinberg, Jan Vadell and Debbie Woolf in their roles as 
members of the Conference Directors and Administrators system (Co-Dads). 
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shaped by different kinds of state intervention, allowing 
us to consider how much context influences our roles 
and role behaviours. The article first explores some of the 
features of the pandemic and its management, and is then 
organised under the headings Survival, Development and 
Transformation, exploring different aspects of SCT theory 
and practice, and finishing with Surprises, Learnings, 
Satisfactions, Dissatisfactions and Discoveries. 

One of the significant effects of Covid-19 has been the 
establishment of near-impermeable physical boundaries 
between people for varying periods of time, restricting not 
only the long-distance travel that many of us engage in to 
meet, but also isolation in our own homes and minimal 
face-to-face contact with anyone beyond the reach of a 
computer screen. Terms such as lockdown, self-isolation, 
sheltering-in-place, shielding and PPE (personal protective 
equipment) have become common currency.  

We are a social species; our minds work in concert 
with the minds of others, our emotional resonance and 
attunement come to life when we are together, and we 
often feel safest and most secure with other people. All 
this was turned on its head by Covid-19. Other people 
became a threat, with the invisibility and unpredictability 
of the virus, its unknown-ness, turning a source of 
comfort into a potential danger. While some people have 
appreciated the quieting of literal and communicative 
noise in their lives, the slower pace, the chance to pay 
more attention to the here and now and the small things 
of life, others have yearned above all for human contact 
– touch, warmth, scent, movement; ‘the nourishment of 
the senses’ as one person put it. People felt lonely. 

Survival 
Living at the Edge of the Unknown 
It is a hallmark of SCT practice to address anxiety as a 
normal human response to unknown and novel situations, 
and our training gives us numerous opportunities both to 
normalise and to undo our anxiety. This was a resource 
for everyone who spoke to me. The unknown and the 
experience of chaos and entropy were felt as a threat more 
than the virus itself; curiosity and containment came to 
the rescue. Living at the edge of the unknown, staying 
curious and being able to discriminate the experience 
from negative predictions was key. Everyone felt grateful 
for the common sense they could access in the face of the 
unknown, allowing them to collect data. The Conference 
Directors and Administrators group (Co-Dads) found that 
both the group and the member contained the edge of the 
unknown, and the group itself made it more possible for 
members to survive the uncertainty. 

Living at the edge of the unknown has become a daily 

task and something that will stay with us as the effects of 
the virus and its social impact emerge. Kati brought in 
a question linking living with the unknown now and its 
impact on future unknowns: what will we see in children 
who are being cared for by adults whose nervous systems 
are activated at the edge of the unknown? 

Survival Roles are Triggered (and contained) 
It became clear that survival roles are more active when 
we feel we are in chaos and our survival role behaviours 
become harder to manage. One person spoke of reacting to 
SAVI red-light behaviours with a strong pull to red-light 
behaviour and, sometimes, enactment. Others noticed 
their wish to withdraw and manage alone, manifested in 
reluctance to attend group meetings. With that reluctance 
overcome, membership of an SCT group, whether a 
task group or a training group, provided normalisation, 
connection and containment – a lifeline, as one member 
put it. The group enabled people to cross the boundary 
from ‘my small world’ of inner person into inter-
person membership with other members, rediscovering 
energy. The consistency and regularity of meetings was 
stabilising. The group was a sane place in the middle of 
insanity, where the feeling of being all alone in chaos was 
transformed by opening up to others, connecting, and 
feeling containment at comprehensive and apprehensive 
levels. In the containment of the group, we have access to 
our explorer and our functional roles.  

A therapy group led by Nina that had lived through the 
SARS crisis and 9/11 together found their memories of 
these events were triggered by Covid-19. The threat of the 
virus entered the group when a member announced that 
someone recently arrived from Hong Kong had started 
at her workplace. The group was able to subgroup about 
whether the member in contact with the Hong Kong 
arrival should wear a mask, and this is where the group 
landed initially, while agreeing to collect data about the 
degree of threat for the subsequent session.  

In another context, chaplaincy students brought fears 
about their survival to group sessions, both anxiety about 
job loss and whether they would have enough to eat, 
as well as fears about their own mortality. Their group 
leader, David, could promote curiosity and exploration, 
but observed less energy in himself for asking challenging 
questions, and less capacity for containing other people’s 
pain and anger. Kati faced an immediate threat to 
survival through the cancellation of all her work, as 
the organisations who had engaged her withdrew their 
resources from the developmental training she offered and 
put them into managing the crisis.  

Meanwhile, and even more seriously, Ivette told of 
undocumented workers who emerged as the (low-paid) 
key workers on whom a whole community relied for 
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survival, while simultaneously excluding them from a 
church food bank because they could not produce the 
three documents required to qualify. Additionally, as 
these undocumented workers are Latino/a, they are also 
members of groups disproportionately affected by illness 
and death from Covod-19.  

Survival writ large. 

Boundaries  
Boundaries provide containment, and closing our 
boundaries is a survival response. Self-isolation or sheltering-
in-place provides a boundary, and homes provide near-
impermeable boundaries of walls and doors, where only 
parcels and deliveries enter in. Hygiene measures, masks 
and social/physical distancing also create boundaries. 
Handwashing and use of hand sanitiser have the goal of 
preventing the infection from entering the permeable 
membranes of the body. Masks are designed to keep my 
infection inside my mask and your infection inside yours. 
Social distancing makes it less likely that infection can 
cross the space from one individual to another, while 
meeting online means working from behind the boundary 
wall of the screen. Travel restrictions in particular establish 
boundaries in the wider world. None of us could attend 
the conference, not simply because it was cancelled, 
but because means of travel were unavailable, and the 
restraining force of quarantine was required by some 
countries for arrivals and returners.  

Bhadrena was working in Hong Kong and Taiwan in 
early January, where boundaries were quickly put in 
place to contain the spread of the infection: hygiene 
measures, temperature taking, physical distancing, wearing 
of masks and testing and tracing. This contrasted with 
my own experience in Italy in late February where 
schools, universities, cinemas and museums closed, while 
everything else carried on as usual. 

Boundaries to protect from infection can create restraining 
forces to communication. Kati referred to Stephen Porges’ 
concept of neuroception (“Neuroception describes how 
neural circuits distinguish whether situations or people 
are safe, dangerous, or life threatening” (Porges, 2004). 
She described the lack of neuroceptivity in the online 
environment, and with masks, which obscure half the 
face and its expressiveness. Does the masked face function 
as a blank face? And how much energy is needed to 
communicate only with the unmasked parts, especially the 
eyes? Visors in addition to masks make eye contact more 
difficult. Kati also spoke of shamed children who had 
already been taught that they were ugly or untouchable, 
and wondered whether the wearing of a mask and being 
forbidden to have contact with people would exacerbate 
their shamed role.  

As we know, there are always driving and restraining 
forces. The boundary of the ‘Zoom room’ both separated 
people and brought them together, and this is discussed 
further under Development. 

At another level, people spoke of the need to close their 
boundaries, for example to news that triggered outrage or 
depression. The shift from explorer to survivor is evident; 
there wasn’t sufficient energy for both.  

Development 
Switching on Our Researcher  
SCT members collect data! The Co-Dads had their eye on 
the impact of Covid-19 on their task, observing its spread 
from February onwards, and noting the cancellation of 
other major events. Could our Conference take place? 
What were the financial implications? There was a 
strong desire to create an online Conference at great 
speed once the face-to-face Conference was cancelled. 
Holding the possibility open for exploration and arriving 
at the knowledge that there really wasn’t enough time to 
organise an online alternative was a driving force. It led 
to important learning about going at the pace that we 
can manage, not the pace we want. This group also noted 
that other organisations fared worse than SCTRI as they 
had no systems for exploring the impact of the virus and 
containing it in a group. 

Nina’s therapy group’s data collection about the virus was 
explored in the next session. The projection of risk into 
one person was undone, as other members recognised, 
they could catch and be carrying the virus, for example, 
by travelling on public transport. The utility of masks was 
discussed and the subgroup for wanting the member to 
wear a mask dwindled to one. This one member was then 
more able to tolerate discomfort and support the group 
decision that a mask need not be worn.  

Bhadrena had data about cultural differences in the 
use of masks: in Asia, the concern is to protect others 
in case the mask-wearer is infected; in the West, mask-
wearing is complained about as uncomfortable, and as an 
infringement of individual freedom. No prizes for guessing 
which sounds more inner-person and self-focused and 
which sounds more inter-person and systems-centered!  

Boundaries: Online and Face-to-Face  
Differences and Similarities 
There were two subgroups regarding the online experience 
of meetings. One is a voice for the longing to be with 
people, and for our usual norms. For example, the 
Co-Dads would normally say goodbye in person to 
previous Conference Directors at the Conference itself; 
saying goodbye in another medium did not feel right. 
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They also spoke of the Conference as a place to meet as 
well as to learn, voicing a wish for the shared lunch breaks 
and coffees and evening events together, the serendipitous 
meetings in hotel corridors or the neighbourhood. 

Another subgroup found more similarities in SCT meetings 
online and SCT face-to-face, and more differences between 
SCT online and other groups online. SCTRI’s long history 
of phone meetings and then Zoom meetings have been a 
good foundation; we haven’t had to learn the technology 
or create online norms out of the blue. The structure 
afforded by centering, subgrouping, working in small 
groups in breakout rooms, and finishing with Surprises, 
Learnings, Satisfactions, Dissatisfactions and Discoveries 
all work well in the online medium, and some of us have 
found our experiences much deeper than we anticipated 
in our (negative) predictions. By contrast, online meetings 
outside our community and without these structures have 
sometimes been chaotic and disorganised. 

Hierarchy and Isomorphy 
David sought additional consultation to contain his feelings 
of pain and anger, with the goal of containing the pain and 
anger of supervisees, so that they could then contain the 
pain and anger of the people they worked with. A hierarchy 
of systems feeling the same feelings, seeking containment 
from the system above, and providing containment for the 
system below. Similarly, after Kati’s work contracts were 
withdrawn overnight the organisations started seeking her 
out again, recognising that work on trauma was not a side 
issue but central to the crisis. She described the hierarchy 
of systems in relation to children’s feelings of safety: first 
school staff have to feel safe enough for parents to feel safe 
enough, and only then do children feel safe.  

Authority issues 
In the UK, a source of frustration has been the ambiguity 
of government messaging, and one of the pleasures of the 
time has been a rich vein of satire. A video ‘explaining’ 
the government’s very clear advice started something like 
this: ‘You must stay at home. You must not go to work. 
You must work at home, unless you can’t work at home, 
in which case you must go to work. But you must stay at 
home. You must not have contact with vulnerable people, 
such as people over 75, who are shielding at home. You 
must take care of vulnerable neighbours and relatives, such 
as those over 75, by doing their shopping, bringing them 
food parcels, and checking in with them to make sure they 
are okay.’ Ambiguity, redundancy and contradiction – a 
bundle of noisy communication.  

Government policy in England has been affected by beliefs 
and a ‘liberal’ philosophy about how human beings behave, 
which briefly says that people don’t like being told what to 
do and prefer (are entitled) to rely on their own common 

sense, even if it kills them. While the government has been 
generous financially, and this has certainly helped prevent 
civil unrest, the high number of deaths in England is 
attributable in part to the lack of clear messaging and clear 
leadership. The US (seen from a European perspective, 
at least), is in an even worse state, where completely 
unfounded claims about cures were touted, laced with a 
good dose of positive predictions. Nina’s training group 
explored the concept and experience of reliable authority 
figures. This is discussed under Transformation.  

By contrast, Bhadrena described Switzerland’s clarity, 
transparency, orientation and clear boundaries as allowing 
the inner person to open the boundary to the inter-person. 
She compared this to the chaos she saw in neighbouring 
Italy, where some people’s survival needs for food were not 
met, triggering survival roles and closing boundaries. Again, 
the impact of an absence of clear leadership was visible.  

Ivette’s service for undocumented people collects data 
about their assets and capabilities, but the information 
did not cross the boundary easily into local decision-
making systems. She described how instead her service 
ticks a diversity box that has made fundraising possible, 
fundraising for the benefit of the community. But then the 
funds were spent on community resources that had little 
value for the Latinx members, without involving them in 
the decision. Ivette felt personally hurt and had the task 
of challenging the decision-making and the exclusion. By 
working on her inner-person feelings of hurt, she was able 
to use subgrouping to join and bring in differences with 
low levels of noise. By also bringing in data about how 
reliant the town is on its undocumented population, she 
was able to make their voices heard.  

Questions about authority and accountability also affected 
the Co-Dads’ system, as the decision to cancel the 
Conference was not made by them or with them, and 
they voiced frustration at their exclusion. “We were a 
Conference planning group that didn’t even know that the 
Conference had been cancelled!” And the other subgroup 
came in too: there was a voice for relief at not being 
responsible and therefore not being a target for blame! 

Transformation 
Times of crisis and change can close boundaries while 
survival is the priority, but when there is sufficient 
stabilisation, opportunities for development open up that 
can lead to transformation.  

In Nina’s training group the longer-term members, all 
white, expressed outrage and anger about not being able to 
rely on dependable leadership. Underneath these feelings 
was a deep sadness. One newer, black member of the 
group brought in a different subgroup, where leadership 
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was not experienced as reliable but as dangerous, taking 
the group into an exploration of white privilege that was 
new, and where sadness was felt in both subgroups. The 
newest member’s straight communication opened rather 
than closed boundaries in the more established members, 
she experienced herself as belonging for the first time, and 
the group-as-a-whole – including Nina – was deeply moved. 

For Ivette’s organisation, Covid-19 accelerated the impact 
of their activities as ‘inclusion and diversity were trending’. 
The local community leaders have moved from using the 
organisation to tick a diversity box and provide a translation 
service to much more substantial peer involvement. Ivette sits 
on a Task Force to represent the community, when at first, 
they had asked her to be involved only as a translator. A year 
ago, the idea of translating local information into Spanish 
was rejected because “people won’t like it.” Now all local 
documents are produced in both English and Spanish, and 
the two communities, which have many differences, are being 
brought together over the similarity in their health problems. 

Surprises, Learnings, Satisfactions, 
Dissatisfactions and Discoveries 
Surprises 

· I like not driving into the city every day! 

· I’m cooking more even though I’m working longer hours! 

· It’s really strange to be at home for more than a few days! 

Learnings 
· The power of having a group to work this through, 

unlike other organisations where there is nothing 

· I’m learning to subgroup with subgroups inside 
myself that I don’t like 

· If I don’t take differences personally, I can model 
treating them differently: I can use them to join and 
announce I’m bringing in a difference  

· Clear leadership and communication reduce anxiety 
and ambiguity  

· SCT and my spiritual community have many similarities 
· I’m not a friend in a professional context and when I 

behave like one I’m misattuned 

Satisfactions 
· SCT provides structure that makes online work 

much easier 
· I’m doing better financially 
· I have brought about change in and for my 

community 
· My groups have deepened and developed  

Dissatisfactions 
· I really miss travelling and touch 
· Lack of clarity about decision-making processes 
· Loneliness 

Discoveries 
Living at the edge of the unknown together is better than 
doing it alone 

Reference 
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004058168/Neuroception.pdf .

My Journey into the Reality of COVID-19 
Brian Conley 
bjconley@bwh.harvard.edu 

The realities of Covid-19, especially on those most 
vulnerable – the poor and the elderly – have not been easy 
to face. My journey to facing these realities has not been 
linear – but circuitous. In my work context as a staff chaplain 
and Association for Clinical Pastoral Education (ACPE) 
Certified Educator at a large hospital in Boston MA, I 
have witnessed first-hand the devastating effects of Covid-
19 on patients and families in my visits to those patients 
to administer sacraments primarily at the end-of-life. My 

home context is a Roman Catholic religious community 
housed at a secondary school founded by the order in the 
1860’s. The community currently consists of 13 men, 11 
priests and 2 brothers. Five of these community members 
are 70 years of age or older. (I am in my late 50’s). This 
community fits into a larger governance structure of 700 
members in 35 communities in the northeastern United 
States. More than half of these members are 70 years of age 
or older. My home journey has been one of accepting the 
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greater vulnerability of my brothers and to cooperate with 
the steps needed to minimize the possibility of infecting 
them with this devastating illness.  

The SCT theory map that has been most relevant and 
resonant for me in this journey is the “Boundaries in 
Space, Time and Reality” grid, (Agazarian, 1998). 

(Boundaries in Space…) Through using this map, I’ve 
noted times when I have moved away from the present 
reality into painful and personalized roles. I’ve also used 
SCT protocols to undo restraining forces keeping me 
from the here-and-now present reality. Reducing these 
restraining forces by undoing negative predictions, mind 
reads, and tension has opened space for creative and 
rewarding responses in my person system and in the wider 
contexts including my work and home life.   

In late February, the hospital administration announced 
that all employees were prohibited from attending 
conferences with more than 100 attendees. This 
announcement shifted the virus from a curious news story 
about faraway places to something that was now having 
an impact on my own life. My first reaction was “they 
can’t do that…I’m going…one hundred is an arbitrary 
number and the conference will not have many more 
than 100 participants.”  On the past, present, future 
map, I had moved to the Explained Reality/Present 
section of the map. My reaction interpreted the reality 
based on opinion and was marked by personalizing the 
decision (“they can’t do this to me”) and evaluating the 
decision (“100 is arbitrary”) without access to facts that 
the administration may have had to set the limit they did. 
This movement to explaining away the reality marked 
much of my internal reactions in the early days of this 
virus. I also notice that this initial reaction continues 
to have a large subgroup in the national context as 

many states in the US are experiencing protests against 
social distancing regulations imposed by local and state 
governments. I note how easy it is for me to shift my 
judgements from the hospital administrators to the 
protesters and remain in old personalized roles of “you 
can’t tell me what to do” and “I know what’s best.”   

As the reality of the virus moved closer to my personal 
experience, I continued to operate primarily from 
the “explained reality” row in the grid, initially with 
war stories (explained/past) and positive predictions 
(explained/future).  By the second week of March, 
the number of local cases was still small but growing 
exponentially. The hospital administration began to 
cancel non-emergency surgeries; suspected cases began 
to show up in the emergency room, and my department 
was asked to identify employees who could be available 
to cross-train for other jobs. I recalled experiences from 
my time at a hospital in Washington DC. I told stories 
of cooking breakfast sandwiches for the hospital one day 
during a blizzard. I also told stories of 9/11/2001 as the 
canceling of procedures with a virtually empty emergency 
room reminded me of that day (the hospital in DC was 
less than 5 miles from the Pentagon). Associated with this 
move to the past were positive predictions (explained/
future) that the disruptions we experienced would be 
short-term and we would soon return to normal. These 
stories did not allow much space for the growing 
concerns of the chaplain residents and interns with whom 
I was working. These concerns included limited access 
to personal protective equipment (PPE), concerns about 
one’s own vulnerability, and the vulnerability of family 
members at high risk. My lack of resonance with the 
anxiety being expressed (explicitly or implicitly) by the 
residents and interns contributed to poor communication 
between the hospital system and resident/intern chaplain 
system. For example, some Clinical Pastoral Education 
(CPE) participants experienced considerable distress that 
they might be asked to enter patient rooms without the 
proper PPE, which was not true.   

Tension (experienced present) and anxiety from negative 
predictions (explained/future) marked my experience 
in my home context experience. My community began 
to develop plans for preventing/managing Covid-19 
cases within the community. As with others, these steps 
included limiting unnecessary travel and limiting guests 
visiting the community. In addition, local communities 
were asked to consider heightened measures for members 
who worked in hospitals, up to and including a strict 
quarantine in one’s own room when not at work. In 
my local community, the local superior and I agreed 
that I would change clothes, shower and wash my work 
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clothes before joining the rest of the community each 
evening. I was also removed from responsibilities to 
cook (a task I enjoy) and do dishes. My role output here 
was compliant/one up. Looking back, I name this role 
“sulky teenager.”  From this role, I was frustrated and 
angry at what seemed like an overreaction through these 
measures. I bound this frustration and anger in tension 
that eventually became physically painful. I continued to 
insist that I posed no greater risk for Covid-19 than any 
other community member. My local superior reminded 
me of facts that brought me into reality: I was interacting 
in an environment where the virus was active, and I was 
riding public transportation each day. He reminded 
me that others were accepting limitations to keep the 
community as safe as possible.   

As with my work context, operating from the 
personalized role of “sulky teenager” limited the 
amount of information I was taking in from my 
surroundings. Following the conversation with my local 
superior, I began to take in more information from 
my surroundings. For example, I began to notice how 
difficult it was to actually keep social distance from 
the other members of the community. This ability 
to take in more information marked a shift from an 
inner-person survival role to an inner-person explorer 
role. As I began to take in more information, I let go 
of the positive predictions that the experience of this 
virus would be short-lived. I also began to witness first-
hand how devastating the virus could be, especially 
in the elderly. I noticed that my anxiety increased 
from negative predictions. These negative predictions 
included thoughts that others would catch the virus 
from me. I experienced greater tension as I became 

hyper-vigilant for symptoms of the virus. For example, 
several times being convinced that I was feeling feverish 
only to take my temperature to find a temperature of 
98.3o F (37oC). After consulting with a doctor, I noted 
physical baselines such as seasonal allergy symptoms to 
begin to bring me back into reality.  

My community also moved to greater social distancing for 
the three members who worked in hospitals. We began 
eating our meals in a school conference room adjacent 
to the community (the school had closed at this point). 
This new arrangement also helped to reduce the tension 
and anxiety I had experienced. As I began to shift to 
exploring rather than explaining this new reality, I began 
to move out of the painful, personalized old roles and 
began to use what I know from SCT. First, I began to 
undo the negative predictions and find compassion for 
myself. I moved from a compliant stance regarding social 
distancing in the community to cooperation. Significantly, 
this meant shifting from roles where I cared for others 
(by doing things like cooking and the dishes) to allowing 
others to care for me. These shifts also freed energy for 
my work contexts where I shifted from telling war stories 
from my past to helping chaplain residents and interns to 
manage their own flight and personalized roles. This has 
helped many of these residents free up creative energy for 
addressing family needs through iPad communications 
and employing Instagram as a resource for staff support. 
I continue to undo negative predictions and tension as 
they emerge and seek to be curious about what it is in my 
environment that triggered the flight.  .

Just within the last week, a plethora of articles has sprung 
up about the effects of screens and Zoom.  We seem to 
have reached a moment in this crisis when our attention 
has shifted a tiny bit away from the latest figures about 
who and where is being touched by this pandemic.   Now, 

we have room to sense more about how we are being with 
what is, in this particular moment.  

We are writing this particularly to support our tribe of 
therapists, most of whom are doing what is being called 
“telehealth.” For many, it is a strange new world, fraught 

Zooming Along in the Pandemic and Beyond
Rich Armington, LCSW 
armington@gmail.com 
Bonnie Badenoch, PhD, LMFT 
bonniebadenoch@mac.com 
Susan Gantt, PhD 
sgantt@emory.edu  
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with rules and codes, concerns about doing evidence-
based practice online, adjusting to different ways of 
attending, and long hours sitting before computers. It 
seems important to begin with kindness toward ourselves 
in the midst of so much professional challenge.  

Opening to the bigger picture, being in the midst of a 
pandemic where our leaders are often times contributing 
to the layers of fear, uncertainty, and unkindness, our 
systems are already likely enduring wave after wave of high 
and low stress. We are having our own reactions to being 
asked to stay at home and change so many of our routines.  
Because of all this, we begin this new way of connecting 
with our clients far from our usual level playing field. 
Many of us have noticed how tired we are, likely from the 
new challenges and the array of uncertainties, as well as the 
different kind of concentration that Zoom requires.   

Then the articles and newscasts arrive: “Why Zoom is 
Terrible,” “How to Combat Zoom Fatigue,” and “How 
to Fight Zoom Fatigue.” Language is important (terrible, 
combat, fight, fatigue) and the assumptions in these titles 
can set our nervous system on edge even more.  Since we 
are likely having some challenges, it is easy to immediately 
align with the articles’ explanations for why Zoom sucks. 
Then after several conversations with colleagues who also 
resonate with this, the sensation of Zoom resistance is 
firmly in place.  

There may be a different way to go about this. To begin, 
it is important to acknowledge what the science says about 
the effect of out-of-sync sound and visuals, dropped calls, 
struggles with eye contact (although this is so much better 
with Zoom and some other platforms than the earlier 
ones), and loss of full-body attending.  These ruptures 
are real and sometimes require repeated repairs during a 
single session.  It is also helpful to understand that those 
of us who are just beginning to do work this way are in the 
process of building a whole new set of neural nets in regard 
to how we are attending.  That is hard work and it will 
likely get easier over time.  In just the last two weeks, I am 
hearing from several colleagues that the strain is becoming 
less.  We may also begin with a general dislike for screens 
that can set up resistance in us.  Just pushing against that 
all day is taxing.  

With all this in mind, how do we create a context in which 
we can find the resources in our online sessions and not 
just the frustrations and liabilities.  How do we relate to 
and with Zoom in a way that supports more ease?  

Susan here: Working with Groups 

After an in-person conference was cancelled, a large 
systems-centered group of 75 people who had been 
planning to be together in the conference worked together 
via Zoom.In our first meeting, the group worked to 

lower anxiety with each person first naming their anxiety-
provoking thoughts and, in turn, the next person speaking, 
reflecting what the previous speaking person had said and 
then adding their own anxiety-provoking thought. This 
process of reflecting built a here-and-now connection and 
activated ventral vagal relating. Midway through, several 
members predicted that they were going to feel worse after 
the group instead of better. Yet as the work continued and 
each member’s anxiety was reflected, the anxiety eased as 
the reflections provided the co-regulation so vital for all 
of us as humans, helping the anxiety lower for the whole 
group. By the end, the whole group felt better able to live 
in the multiple unknowns that had been named, and had 
compassion for the human pull to the negative predictions 
that activated the sympathetic arousal.   

A month later, this same large group met again and very 
quickly began exploring the frustration and irritation with 
working on Zoom, initially focusing on the connection 
they could not have in this platform and their frustration 
about this.  As this frustrated subgroup worked together, 
reflecting each other and building, they were co-regulating 
the sympathetic activation brought on by their frustration. 
This led to recognizing a fork between exploring frustration 
about what was not possible or exploring how to have 
more of what one could in the Zoom context. The latter 
subgroup began working and movingly explored reaching 
out with their hands toward each other to feel more of the 
connection. There was tenderness and warmth in these 
gestures, and the whole subgroup exploring this was quite 
touched.  

I’ve noticed something else with other groups that have 
moved online. At least two of them have discovered a 
new freedom from repeating their interpersonal past 
in the group. They described feeling freer of their old 
protective survivor roles and more able to participate as 
here-and-now members. It may be that this small amount 
of distance or the absence of the social interactions prior 
to group starting made it less likely that the implicit past 
roles would be triggered, leaving room for greater safety 
with each other in the here-and-now work of the group.  

Bonnie here: Working with Individuals 

I am having the privilege of working with several therapists 
individually about the challenges and potentials for them 
of doing therapy via Zoom these days. We begin each 
conversation by exploring and acknowledging what he 
or she is experiencing right now. Here are some patterns 
we consistently discovered. Coming to online work with 
resistance is activating their sympathetic nervous systems. 
Being in a state of neuroception of danger all day is 
exhausting in and of itself. It also attenuates or completely 
erases any sense of nurturing connection for them in 
relation to their clients. I also heard, “Well, Zoom is better 
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than nothing,” said in a resigned tone from a number of 
colleagues. That sense of defeat or resentment keeps us out 
of ventral vagal, too. No wonder we are tired and often 
feeling a flight response.   

Once we acknowledge this and many other concerns, we can 
begin to explore ways we might enter into relationship with 
Zoom differently. How can we return to a neuroception of 
safety? With most of our people, we come to online work 
having previously built attachments with them. Just the 
sight of their faces has some potential of awakening that 
connection within both people. The attachment bond is 
built into the bodies of therapist and client, just waiting to 
support us by providing warm sensations of mutual care. 
Social baseline theory tells us that in trusting relationships, 
coming together reduces amygdala activation in both 
people. If we were to come online with our attachment 
bond being our primary focus, imagine how soothing it 
might feel to see those precious faces. But we can only 
fully see them if we are in a ventral state ourselves. One 
way to get there is through experiencing gratitude for this 
possibility of connection. We might begin to feel that if 
we imagine what it would have been like 30 years ago 
without being able to see each other in this way. A felt 
sense of gratefulness changes so many aspects of our system 
including the neurotransmitters dopamine and serotonin, 
bringing on feelings of contentment. Ventral might also 
arise if we focus on the internal reality of our nourishing 
connection with this person just before we get online. We 
might also stimulate a sense of well-being by enjoying 
nature outside our window or petting the dog. Each of 
us has our particular ways of finding that neuroception of 
safety that brings ventral alive in us.    

As yeast for stimulating our own creative ways of settling 
our systems, I want to share what a friend and colleague of 
mine, Lupe Murray, offered about her rituals with online 
work. “I have developed some new rhythms before, during, 
and between sessions. I have set up my space for sessions 
with care, being mindful of what my clients view is from 
their perspective. I have images that might be nurturing/
relaxing to them like an image of mountains and another 
of a waterfall.  I have also set up my space so that I can look 
out the window at the trees just over my computer. Before 
the session begins, I have a warm cup of tea or water that I 
set by my computer which helps me stay hydrated. When 
I sit down for my session, I put a weighted blanket on my 
lap that helps me literally feel grounded/embodied in a way 
that is needed for being on the screen. I have found that 
my clients feel that I can really see them and have better 
eye contact when we take a moment to adjust our screens 
so that our heads are higher, closer to the camera, so that 
we have the kind of eye contact that most replicates that in 
person eye contact/gazing. On my desk, I have scripture or 
inspirational reading so I can pick up and read a few words 

to feed/nurture my soul between calls. After finishing, I 
stand up and orient my eyes to the larger environment 
around me, perhaps go to the bathroom, walk, or stretch 
a bit. That small break for my eyes and body is helping 
a great deal to show up refreshed and embodied for each 
session.” 

Rich here: A Pre-Pandemic Online Tale 

A few years back I began working with a man in therapy.  
After meeting in my office a few times, it became clear 
that sessions would need to be on Zoom due to health 
concerns.   

In our first Zoom session, I headed toward my computer, 
turning my back to my therapy sitting area, and feeling 
alone, opened my computer. This was new for me at that 
time, and I felt hesitant and awkward. I tried to reframe 
these feelings by telling myself that this shift in our work 
was a necessity, though I felt the weight of an anticipated 
loss of the best of in-person work together.  

Over time, I discovered a surprising and rewarding place 
to hang my Zoom hat.   Some of my more colorful, tender, 
and yes, meaningful memories of our work over nearly 
three years happened over the internet. How did I square 
this with my view that ‘in-person’ is beyond comparison?  

 Framing Zoom sessions as offering less dimensionality 
than the more efficacious in-person ones missed an 
important distinction. Rather than pitting them against 
each other, it seems more useful to hold them as essentially 
different. This perspective might open up explorations as 
to how they are different, under what contexts, towards 
what goals? Pluses and minuses of each could lie on both 
sides of a ledger. That’s my hope.  

In the case of this man, I was being invited into his home, 
satisfying my curiosity about his fuller life beyond my 
office. Even though working this way had started as a 
necessity, we found that we were able to develop an even 
higher neuroception of safety and engagement over time.  

During one session, his very young daughter ambled 
unaware into his Zoom room.   Her age, his devotion, 
her innocently interrupting, his patience in stopping our 
work to engage her was one of my special (and highly 
therapeutic) moments.  

To the two of them, it was life as usual. I saw and sensed 
something else.   These precious and prescient moments 
can’t be planned, similar to the heart of so many moments 
of our lives. This change of context on Zoom shifted 
everything into a lived moment of connection with their 
larger life together.   

I didn’t see her on the screen that morning session on 
Zoom. But I heard her sweet “Daddy?” voice and felt 
even warmer towards her as I’d heard many stories of her 
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love for all animals, as well as her already confident, feisty 
ways of ensuring she was treated well by others. But I was 
absorbed by his face, fully engaged, his voice a match for 
her wish for contact. I was fully and quietly attending to 
him as he was with her. I was grateful for each pause and 
softening of the moment as well as his tender eyes as he 
attended patiently to her. Less than a minute later, she was 
on to her next curious adventure as she closed the door on 
her way out. Seeing his engaged nervous system with her, 
through his face, voice, and upper body, taught me more 
about him than anything we could have discussed, once 
removed, in person. I knew the significance because my 
own body aligned with their connection.   

It seems unlikely that such a similar enough moment in 
my office could have replicated what happened inside me. 
By becoming a fly on their wall, and breathing in their 
lived and spontaneous if simple moment together I learned 
more fully about this man. The tentacles to other parts of 
his life, challenges and successes made new sense as my 
own nervous system was gifted-unimpeded through time 
and space.   

Another time during the wintery season he sat in his 
home office chair with a black, warming vest on. As we 
worked, I saw a small movement within the vest, which 
I ignored. Then a little black furry ear poked out. In my 
startle I defended inside by wondering if it was voyeuristic 
to keep watching for what might come next. His beloved 
6-pound puppy crawled up and out, I guess to see what 
could be more important than he.  I thought, who was 
being warmed? Of course, both.   Better yet, all three of us.  

This reminds me of the language of some groups, another 
area of fascination and commitment during my career. 
Across the room might emerge a member-to-member 
exchange, “I feel touched by you remembering how hard it 
is for me when my partner is out of town for more than a 
few days.” Touched? But no physical contact. Yet without 
question all of us in the group knew how thoroughly 
affected she was. And that touched was not a metaphor.   

So yes, I was warmed as I breathed in and embodied this 
relational puppy-love moment that was embraced within 
the full context of their life together.   

Previously, this beloved furry pup had indeed come to my 
office, would diligently sniff and survey the entire perimeter 
along the walls of my office to ensue all was safe before he 
would take up his spot on his cushion at my client’s feet, 
spending equal time looking unwaveringly at one, and then 
the other of us, weaving our relationship as a whole.    

These moments are precious also. Essentially, how do 
we come into relationship with each other? As suggested 
earlier, Zoom and in-person moments are similar yet 
importantly different. What might be seen as a difference 

is the particular ways we come into relationship. What’s 
similar is that we are sustainably changed, not better nor 
worse, as we progress across different contexts.    

While there is a bit of research saying that clients also hate 
online work (I wonder what questions were asked), other 
research and most anecdotal evidence says that our clients 
mostly feel so grateful for the regularity of contact with a 
safe and often beloved person.  One client said, “I get to 
invite you into my house! Now you will always live here in 
some way. ” Another says, “Everything feels jumbled and 
unpredictable, but you come here every Tuesday at 10:00 
and that steadies me.” One six-year old, transitioning 
to doing play therapy online, invited her sister in so the 
two of them and her dear therapist could play dress-up.   
A teenager was able to give his counselor an in-person 
tour of the room he had created to honor his favorite 
astronomers.  At the other end of the spectrum, our hearts 
may sometimes break as we gain a deeper sense of the 
struggles a person has to deal with at home – poverty, 
shaming interruptions, a depression so deep she can’t get 
out of bed. While being able to hold all this requires so 
much of us, our client’s sense of being known may deepen 
in ways that are only possible through this medium. In all 
cases, if we can let go of trying to make these sessions be 
like the ones in the office, there is no telling what wonders 
might emerge.   

A number of people are finding the logistics are easier, 
experiencing relief in not having to drive to get to their 
appointments or make their way home after a challenging 
session (something that is also true for us therapists). As 
Susan noted in groups, some individuals feel safer with 
a bit of distance and are doing deeper work than ever.  
Others do struggle with missing a hug or just the sensation 
of being in the room together.  If we are able to hold that 
with tender care, it may well be an opening to doing some 
deep work around other times of missing contact. This is 
maybe not much of stretch if we have been practicing from 
the viewpoint that everything that comes into the room, 
including ruptures, is meaningful and excellent food for 
therapy.  

Summing up, where attention goes, so goes neural firing. 
When we approach the screen with gratitude and lean into 
the reality of our internalized connection with each other, 
we have a good probability of falling into nurturing ventral 
relationship. When we relax our expectations of what 
might happen in this particular hour of connection, we 
are more open to following our clients. People have told 
me they feel far less tired at the end of the day when this 
begins to happen. A few have said that there are so many 
benefits that they are not looking forward to resuming in 
person work and are hearing this from some of their people 
as well.   
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This is still a new way of working for many of us, and we 
need to honor the needs that arise from that. With that 
in mind, here is another reminder to monitor how our 
bodies are adapting to sitting more still for more hours, 
gazing into a screen. When we couple this difference with 
the anxieties and uncertainties that are as much part of our 
daily world as our clients’, special tending of these precious 
bodies may be needed.  Do we need to schedule in times 
to go for an extended walk or stretch? Do we need a nap 
mid-day? Do we need to be aware of tension developing 
around our eyes and make sure they get a cucumber bath 
at the end of the day? Is the chair comfortable? Might it 
help most of all to have a fellow online buddy with whom 
to share what it was like this day? There is nothing quite 
like the settling we feel when we are deeply heard and held 
in the full range of our emotions.  

All of this is about finding ways in the midst of so much 
change to lean into what we know and experience about 
the power of nurturing connection to support health of 

body, mind, and soul.  When we are able to work from a 
more ventral space online, we are even fostering a healthy 
immune system. A sense of safety is potentially built in 
to working in this way because we can’t be infecting each 
other.  Finally, it is important to keep acknowledging 
what we are actually experiencing through the day – the 
moments of frustration with the platforms, the times when 
screen hatred creeps in, the days when we are simply tired 
and overwhelmed by our own reaction to the pandemic. 
Trying to force these inner realities aside will only create 
more tension.  Instead, sharing this with a trustworthy 
someone can ease the burden.  None of what is offered 
here is expected to simply shift us into gratitude and that’s 
the end of every other response. All that is being asked of 
us is that we experiment by entering into our relationship 
with this experience a little differently than ever before and 
lean into our internal and external sources of support to 
discover what is possible - then be prepared to be surprised..

Introduction: The Challenge of  
Communicating about Politics 
The language we use to discuss politics can alternately build 
energy for social change, cause people to drop into depressing 
complaint cycles, disrupt relationships, or reproduce 
oppressive power structures. The pitfalls of constructive 
political conversation are most pronounced in conversations 
between individuals with marked political differences. 

The current political discourse, exemplified by articles in 
the print media and discussions on cable news, describe the 
politics of the United States as “divided,” “divisive,” and 
“polarized” (Just, 2018; Peters, 2018). Similar patterns of 
partisan communication and political distress are seen in 
other countries, including those in Europe (Brechenmacher, 
2018). This discourse replicates itself in political discussions 
with family, friends, patients, and in civic contexts. 
Sometimes, it seems as though the best thing to do in 
the face of this political turbulence is to avoid political 
conversations altogether, especially in our therapy groups. 

Yet, in the era of Coronavirus, talking politics seems 
unavoidable. Differences of opinion and belief regarding 
the coronavirus have begun to emerge along partisan lines, 

in the United States especially. Individuals often wear 
masks and follow other precautions more or less frequently 
depending not on reality-based risk assessments, but based 
on partisan political views (Feldmann, 2020). Politicians 
and citizens alike often struggle to communicate about the 
virus and our communal response, without slipping into 
righteous complaints and attacks of the “other side.” And 
in light of these communication patterns, it often feels 
easier to ignore the voices of the other side, to “unfollow” 
on social media, to stop reading that article, or to “avoid 
politics” altogether.  

The reality though, is that our deeply held political 
beliefs, alongside the aspects of our identities that may be 
oppressed, are always alive and operational, even if they’re 
not openly addressed. And in response to coronavirus, 
talking about safety and health nearly always demands 
talking about politics; our health depends on our neighbors’ 
health, which depends on our community’s health, which 
depends on our nation’s health, which depends in part 
on the words and actions of our political leaders. In this 
sense, political topics are always present in the room; the 
question is how we respond. To most effectively serve our 
patients, group therapists routinely utilize interventions to 
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make space for differing opinions amongst members. In 
other contexts, these same tools can counteract division 
and move us toward greater understanding, increasing the 
incidence of more honest, curiosity-driven conversations 
across larger political divides, and perhaps towards greater 
public health effectiveness. 

The System for Analyzing Verbal Interaction (SAVI) and 
Systems-Centered Training (SCT) offer concepts and tools 
to explore political differences and communications in real 
time. It is not necessary to become an “SCT therapist,” 
to begin incorporating SAVI and SCT interventions 
and ideas that shift members towards more curiosity and 
openness when politics enters the group. And in the era 
of COVID-19, finding ways to integrate differences, and 
explore barriers to understanding, isn’t merely an exercise 
in effective communication, but has real-life (and death) 
public health implications. 

This article introduces SAVI and SCT as tools to address 
political differences. Their application is explored in a non-
SCT group therapy vignette. The article considers advantages 
and limitations to integrating this theoretical approach and 
addresses the potential value in our current response to the 
coronavirus crisis. 

SAVI 
The System for Analyzing Verbal Interaction (SAVI) was 
developed by Yvonne Agazarian and Anita Simon in the 
1960s as an analytic tool especially for communication in 
educational contexts, but it is applicable to “any group of 
any size dealing with any content” (Agazarian & Simon, 
1968). SAVI is used in clinical, organizational, and 
personal contexts as a “precise system that [one] can use 
to analyze exactly what happened in any communication,” 
and to change the course of unproductive conversation 
patterns (Byram & Carter, 2018b). Accepting that the 
goal of communication is to transfer information, whether 
emotions, facts, stories or experiences, SAVI categorizes all 
verbal communication behaviors based upon whether they 
increase (“Approach”) or decrease (“Avoidance”) effective 
information transfer, or whether the likelihood of transfer 
is “Contingent” on the surrounding communication 
pattern (Simon & Agazarian, 2000). SAVI posits that 
conversations don’t fail because of certain “polarizing 
topics” (e.g. politics) or because of certain personality 
traits (e.g. a “close-minded liberal/conservative”). Instead, 
conversation and information flows (or doesn’t) based 
on particular communication behaviors and their sequence 
(Benjamin, Yaeger, Simon, 2012). Communication 
behaviors with the most “noise” -- defined in SAVI as 
redundancy, contradiction, and ambiguity -- decrease the 
effectiveness of information transfer and conversation. 

In SAVI, all communication behaviors are represented 

within the SAVI Grid (accessible online at http://www.
savicommunications.com/savigrid.html; Byram & Carter, 
2018a). The Grid, which divides 38 all-encompassing 
verbal behaviors between nine squares, based on both 
words and tone, offers a visual representation based on 
both the subject of the communication (either Person-
focused, Topic-related, or Orienting the direction of 
conversation) and the likelihood of effective information 
transfer (Avoidance, Contingent, or Approach) (Benjamin 
& Simon, 2007). Avoidance behaviors, described as 
“Red light behaviors,” increase the likelihood of more 
Avoidance behaviors, and decrease the likelihood of 
information transfer. SAVI predicts that introducing 
Contingent (“Yellow light”) or Approach (“Green light”) 
communication behaviors will open the communication 
climate to more effective transfer of information.  

SCT 
SCT was originally a group therapy modality and developed 
into a broader theory for understanding all human 
systems (Agazarian & Gantt, 2000). According to SCT, 
with more effective information transfer, similarities and 
differences are more likely to be identified, discriminated, 
and integrated, resulting in systems, including groups and 
relationships that are more likely to develop, transform and 
move in the direction of their goals (Agazarian, 1997). In 
our relationships with others, we’re more open and curious 
about the other when we ourselves first feel understood and 
joined. In this context, honest and direct communication 
about both similarities and differences often encourages 
rich, complex, and satisfying relationships. 

In political discussions inside and outside of therapy 
groups, SCT offers tools to conceptualize boundaries and 
work with differences. At the heart of Systems-Centered 
practice, is the theory of living human systems, which 
states that “all living human systems survive, develop, 
and transform from simple to more complex through the 
discrimination and integration of differences.” (Agazarian, 
1997) Differences can occur in feelings, thoughts and 
actual experiences. Necessarily, these differences often 
relate to and are informed by our different identities 
(Gantt & Adams, 2010). SCT predicts that boundaries 
close when differences are perceived as “too different,” 
and become more open when similarities, and differences 
that are “similar enough” are present (Agazarian, 2018). 
Boundaries also tend to open toward clear communication 
and close toward “noisy” communication (Agazarian, 
2012). SCT offers techniques to encourage “appropriately 
permeable boundaries,” such as having the speaker reflect 
aloud what the previous speaker said, before bringing 
in their own similar experience to the group, or asking 
the group if they are ready for the speaker’s different 
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experience. This is known as “functional subgrouping” 
(Agazarian & Gantt, 2005).  

SAVI and SCT offer tools for meaningful political 
discussions. By understanding and integrating these 
concepts, group therapists can deepen the development 
of their groups not only around the subject of politics, 
but in other realms as well. SAVI and SCT also point the 
way to bridge the vast differences present in our turbulent 
political era, and to more effectively communicate in a 
period of politically mediated public health crisis.  

A Case Example: Politics in the  
Group Room 
Politically charged communication doesn’t have to result 
in the kind of impasse often visible on cable news 
shows. Boundaries can remain open between speakers 
with conflicting perspectives when they engage in 
communication behaviors that allow for clearer expression 
and understanding of their differences. This is especially 
more likely if these speakers are in a context where the goal 
is personal development and improved relational capacity, 
as it is in most psychotherapy groups -- quite a difference 
from the CNN or FOX newsroom, where the goal may 
be to stoke drama and ratings more than generate mutual 
understanding and a serious discussion of important issues. 

The following clinical vignette is a composite drawn from 
the author’s groups, with demographics and specifics 
changed to protect the identities of those involved. The 
application of a SAVI and SCT lens to the communication 
present in the example illustrates how the therapist’s 
interventions in the group deepens understanding of each 
member and the group as a whole. SAVI and SCT can 
enrich our understanding about communication patterns 
and invite new possibilities for bridging political differences. 

The group members are mixed gender adults who are 
mostly professionals and include individuals who have 
varying identities in terms of their sexuality and race. 
Politics entered the room during a particularly controversial 
episode -- left ambiguous here to preserve the anonymity 
of the experience -- involving the Trump administration. 
Many of the members openly expressed their anger and 
disdain about the event and openly verbalized their 
support for the Democrats and others who were opposing 
the administration. One member was silent throughout 
these sessions and appeared uncomfortable. When the 
political episode reached its conclusion, the mood of 
the room was somber, and most members, as well as the 
leader, were shocked to some degree or another. The 
leader reflected back to the group the apparent sense of 
disturbance we were all experiencing: “It seems like we’re 
all a little stunned this week.” 

This empathic communication opened the way for the stories 
of a couple members, who recalled instances of frightening 
conflict and political unrest from their past. The other 
members became receptive and warm. Communication 
around members’ anger, sadness and disbelief was received 
and built upon effectively. Members who didn’t have the 
same life experiences shared both empathic understanding 
and contributed their own emotional experiences. Some 
were less upset, but still surprised. With a warm, solemn 
communication climate, individual differences could be 
heard, understood and tolerated amongst the members. 

The leader acknowledged aloud the one member’s silence 
and sought to engage him, even as the leader internally 
noticed some negative predictions and anxiety about what 
he might share. The member shifted in his chair. He 
told us that he voted for Trump, that he agreed with the 
administration’s actions, and that he wasn’t sure this was 
the group for him. He was looking down and not making 
eye contact with members as he expressed his negative 
predictions that the group would no longer want him 
there. He gestured toward the other members. 

“Isn’t it obvious? They obviously won’t want anything to do 
with me now. I mean, come on, I understand he’s not perfect, 
but I honestly like that Trump says whatever he thinks, no 
politically correct B.S.” 

 Some group members shifted uncomfortably. Previously 
shocked and angry members were now blank faced and 
quiet. One member responded:  

“I mean, come on, man, you can’t really believe that? Sure 
he’s not politically correct, but there’s all sorts of B.S. coming 
out of his mouth. You must be crazy if you really think that.” 

Members responded with similar disbelief and challenged 
the group member who expressed support for Trump. 
Members were especially frustrated that he seemed to be 
ignoring the emotions of the sad and anxious members of 
the group, and instead making the situation about himself: 
“You’re being so annoying and selfish!” They said he was 
rejecting himself in a familiar way that left the group with 
no choice but to take care of him. And then members 
reiterated their disbelief that with the member’s obvious 
intellect and rationality he actually thought Trump was 
doing a good job as President. The communications veered 
from complaints and attacks, to a series of contradictory 
“yes, but what about…” statements. At a pause, the leader 
intervened with a summary and a question: 

“So the group has been taking up this question as best they 
can right now: can we make space for a group member who 
supports Trump? And there is pain and frustration and fear 
of rejection. Are we going to push him out or are we going to 
explore together what it’s like to be in a group as members who 
support and do not support Trump?” 
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The group took up the question with curiosity. A 
member, who had been previously among those who were 
angry, stated: “Of course we’re not going to push you out. 
I feel annoyed at you, but I want to talk this through and 
understand you more, I do.” 

With the threat of imminent departure from the group off 
the table, and with continued guidance and encouragement 
to focus on communicating emotions and experiences 
directly to each other, the group was able to communicate 
more freely and effectively. The group explored lingering 
sadness and fear about the events, and discussed the 
frustration of the member who supported Trump at 
feeling marginalized in group and in life. The member 
in turn communicated his care for the group and his 
hope not to have hurt anyone with his opinions or his 
communication. The group ended, not at resolution or 
agreement, but with different experiences of the members 
effectively communicated and heard by one another. 

Reflecting through a SAVI & SCT Lens 
Differences inevitably emerge in every group. When this 
happens, members often react by splitting and scapegoating 
(Agazarian, 1997). This is especially true when there are 
opposed political perspectives and other differences that 
touch on a member’s identity and deeply held beliefs 
(Gitterman, 2019). Utilizing SAVI and SCT tools to 
understand the communication dynamics surrounding these 
differences can offer practical insight to group therapists. 

In the clinical vignette, members accessed deeply painful 
memories and experiences, as well as fears attached to 
political differences.  Ineffective communication behaviors 
were displayed, including familiar patterns such as in the 
self-attack and self-rejection of the member who supported 
Trump.  Some members were angry, some were afraid, 
and some were a little less impacted emotionally. Initially, 
the therapist prompted the group with an Approach 
intervention, orienting attention toward the apparent 
emotional climate of the room: “It seems like we’re all a 
little stunned this week.” This initial reflection and joining 
with the group facilitated members’ sharing of their inner 
emotional experiences and led to their building on each 
others’ experiences (Approach and Contingent behaviors, 
as described by SAVI). In this communication climate, 
information about emotions, life experiences, hopes, and 
fears was being clearly communicated amongst members. As 
members continued to build on each other’s contributions, 
tolerable differences came into the room, such as those 
who did and those who did not have difficult memories 
of political unrest. Members’ attuned responses to one 
another were clear evidence that what the last member said 
was received and understood. Through the lens of SCT, 
boundaries were open and differences were integrated as 

the group took them in and responded with further open 
communication. The group moved from surviving toward 
developing deeper complexity and understanding. 

Later in the group, when the member who supported 
Trump began sharing, the group encountered intolerable, 
disrupting differences. The initial difference was the 
information that he supported Trump. This difference 
became intolerable with the communication behaviors 
through which the member entered the group and the 
manner of others’ responses. The communication behaviors 
of the members, exemplified by “Isn’t it obvious? They 
obviously won’t want anything to do with me now,” included 
attacks and self-attacks, negative predictions, mind-reading, 
sarcasm, and “yes, buts” (Avoidance behaviors, as described 
by SAVI). With a different set of behaviors, that first 
member might have shared about his support for Trump 
in a way that other members could have heard, understood 
and integrated more readily. He might have reflected and 
acknowledged the others’ experiences and asked the group 
if he could share about his political difference. Or perhaps 
another member might have worked to stay open to the 
difference by asking a curious question of the member who 
supported Trump. Instead the Avoidance behaviors used by 
the member who supported Trump triggered more of the 
same Avoidance behaviors within the group, culminating 
in another member attacking him by saying, “You’re being 
so annoying and selfish!” As a result, relationship boundaries 
closed and members were unable to effectively communicate 
their experiences to one another. The environment felt 
emotionally “noisy” and fraught with contradiction and 
ambiguity rather than clarity and integration. Members 
expressed annoyance at the member who supported Trump 
and doubt about his decision making, veering into personal 
attack language, instead of clearly expressing their feelings 
about what was unfolding in the group session. It was 
unclear if they were angry at him for his beliefs or for 
his delivery. It was also unclear if some members agreed 
with some part of his sentiments. It was unclear whether 
the member who supported Trump wanted reassuring 
acceptance from the group or if he truly wanted to leave. 
His emotional experience was ambiguous. 

The therapist intervened to change the communication 
climate of the group. Into a morass of largely Avoidance 
communication behaviors, he summarized, “So the group 
has been taking up this question as best they can right now.” 
The emotionally-attuned summary of the group’s process 
(an Approach behavior) provided a foundation for the 
question: “Can we make space for a group member who 
supports Trump?” The question (a Contingent behavior) 
elicited a clear answer (an Approach behavior) from one of 
the members, “I feel annoyed at you, but I want to talk this 
through and understand you more, I do,” and the climate of 
interaction became open to clearer information transfer 
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and more effective communication.  Here, the difference 
between expressing a feeling (“I feel annoyed”) and an 
attack (“You’re being so annoying!”) illustrates how the same 
information can be communicated through an Approach or 
an Avoidance behavior and therefore be received differently. 

Earlier in the group, when members expressed annoyance 
through personal attacks it further closed boundaries, but 
when being annoyed was expressed as a personal feeling 
alongside “want[ing] to talk this through,” boundaries were 
more open. The communication was more effective as 
members asked and answered questions and shared their 
similar and different experiences. The therapist actively 
modeled and encouraged Contingent and Approach 
behaviors through questions, prompts, and reflections. 
The conversation became more complex as members 
moved away from the binaries of keep or reject, stay 
or leave. They explored the experience of feeling like a 
vulnerable “other” in a political context. The meanings 
and feelings behind members’ political beliefs could all 
have space in the group room, and members got a little 
more curious about one another and themselves.  

Conclusion: Further Implications  
and Limitations 
Political differences, in our broader social climate and non-
group contexts, are often perceived as too big to tolerate. 
While SAVI and SCT offer effective tools to improve 
political communication, limitations exist. Some beliefs 
are too abhorrent and violent for tolerance in civil society. 
Overt and violent racism, sexism, bigotry, and other forms 
of oppression present differences that reflective listening and 
thoughtful communication cannot overcome. For example, 
attempting engaged, mutual conversation between an 
unremorseful violent transphobic person and a trans person 
could aggravate the traumatic experience for a trans person. 
Similarly, engaging an unremorseful sexual perpetrator 
and a woman who has been sexually violated is beyond the 
purview of empathic conversation. Therapists working with 
people whose political beliefs and actions oppress others 
are challenged to assess if that person has the capacity and 
interest for change in that regard: in other words, to assess 
whether the boundaries between client and the therapist are 
open enough to pursue meaningful change. 

In the era of coronavirus, political leaders, citizens, and 
nations-as-a-whole seek to address a frightening, unknown, 
and deadly challenge. All members of these systems are at 
risk of having their survival roles triggered (understandably!) 
and their boundaries close to differences. The potential costs 
of this boundary closing -- to new information, to difference 
-- can sometimes mean the difference between thoughtful 
contingency planning and negative predictions, between 
safety and risk, between life and death. Can we find a way to 

explore the scientific evidence, discuss our personal needs and 
beliefs, and hold all this with curiosity and compassion? The 
task we all have is not an easy one: how can we take up our 
membership as citizens of our cities, our countries and our 
world, to most effectively communicate about the important 
information, beliefs, fears and hopes we have about the 
coronavirus and the related challenges we all face. We must 
collaboratively communicate about shared goals of public and 
personal well-being, that involve public and personal health, 
economics, and politics -- be it the financial risk of closing 
business or the health risk of going to a park without a mask, 
or the decisions around government expenditures. 
Regardless of whether a system is in crisis, communication 
about politics is challenging in groups, in relationships, and 
in civil society. The tools and techniques of the System 
for Analyzing Verbal Interaction and System-Centered 
Training offer an avenue to understand when, how and why 
these political conversations become challenging for therapy 
groups and in other settings. Differences experienced 
as too big cause boundaries to close and often come 
along with Avoidance communication behaviors, which 
breed more of the same and diminish opportunities for 
clear communication, deep group process, satisfactory 
relationships, and indeed improved public health. When 
individuals have the skills to notice these behaviors, they 
can make the choice both to introduce their own and to 
encourage others’ more curious and reflective Approach and 
Contingent behaviors. Boundaries can remain more open 
and political differences are more likely to be identified and 
possibly even integrated. Understanding one another in this 
way deepens connections in our relationships, in groups, 
and in other systems, and makes a strong contribution 
toward social and political change that benefits all. 
Thank you to Claudia Byram, Frances Carter and Susan 
Gantt for their feedback and suggestions on an earlier 
draft; and to Judith Vida and my writing group for 
editorial input. 
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Systems-Centered Training Program

SCT Training Overview
The SCT training curriculum offers training opportunities at 
the four levels described below, as well as specialty training 
in SAVI (a communications model) and in applying SCT to 
particular contexts (e.g., organizations, psychotherapy).

Four Levels of SCT Training: 
Exploration, Foundation, 
Intermediate and Advanced
Each level includes work with SCT theory, experiential 
practice (learning by working as a member of a group), 
skill development and observation training. We encourage 
you to develop in SCT by attending training events to the 
level that matches your interest and resources. 
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The SCT approach to training is skill-based and focused 
on mastering the theory, methods, and techniques at 
each level of training rather than “checking off” certain 
experiences. Readiness to take the next steps is determined 
by self-assessment and consultation with trainers, mentors 
and peers in relation to criteria and outcomes goals for that 
level. Moving through any training pathway in SCT is 
paced by each individual’s time, energy and resources, and 
by development of skills appropriate to each training level.

Exploring SCT: For Curious People
In exploring SCT you can attend foundation or specialized 
training events once or as many times as you find useful. 
Some find the training groups valuable for their own 
development; others want to learn the theoretical approach 
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well enough to compare it to their own; others use 
elements of theory and technique in their current practical 
applications. At this level of participation, you are your 
own guide, as your interests and resources permit.

Foundation Training: Learning SCT
Foundation level training in SCT is the next step from 
exploring systems-centered ideas. The training events 
are the same – the difference is a change of goal, from 
exploration to mastery; from following one’s personal 
interests and learnings to preparing to use systems-
centered methods with others. The Foundation training 
emphasizes learning to use SCT methods with one’s self 
and gaining the personal development that comes from 
working in an ongoing training group with sufficient 
intensity to develop a systems-centered rather than 
person-centered perspective of group dynamics.  The 
major outcomes of Foundation level training are:

• Being able to work in a subgroup

• Understanding the shift from a personal to a 
member perspective

• Skill in using the SCT protocols on oneself

• Sufficient exploration of issues with authority to be 
able to contain and explore them.

If you find yourself exploring this shift into more 
structured training, you should make contact with an 
SCT trainer to find out more about the training process.  

Intermediate Training: Applying SCT 
in Context
The focus in Intermediate training is on learning to 
use systems-centered methods and techniques to build 
working systems with others. This builds on Foundation 
level work, in which members learn the basics of using 
systems-centered methods with themselves. 

Members move from Foundation to Intermediate level 
training based on readiness. For the shift from Foundation 
to Intermediate level work, members have worked in an 
SCT experiential group sufficiently to have:

• Learned to subgroup, recognizing the fork in the 
road between explaining and exploring

• Learned how to work with SCT techniques to undo 
their own anxiety, tension, depression and outrage

• Recognized their pulls to compliant and defiant 
roles and role-locks

• Developed a sufficient awareness of their own 
authority issues to be able to contain and explore 

them, rather than act them out

• Developed a good ability not to take others and 
themselves “just personally”

• Developed ability to recognize and shift from a 
person-centered to a member perspective

• Developed a working knowledge of systems-centered 
theory, methods, and techniques, which forms the 
basis for applying SCT with others. 

Making this shift signals members’ intention to make SCT 
a major orientation in their work. Intermediate level work 
is the base from which members becomes eligible to apply 
for licensing as an SCT Practitioner, if that is their goal. 

Intermediate training includes: Intermediate Skills 
Training, Intermediate Mentor Training, and the Authority 
Issue Group. Intermediate members work in a Theory 
group, Consultation and their ongoing training groups. 
Members interested in applying SCT in organizational or 
task-focused contexts get practice by joining an SCTRI 
work group to develop skill in applying their SCT skills in 
the service of task goals.

Advanced Training: Continuing  
Development
Advanced training emphasizes the integration of 
comprehensive and apprehensive knowledge into functional 
roles that relate to the goal of the context. Advanced 
training is ongoing and can be done in several contexts:

• Working as a member of a peer licensing group 
to build a working group, develop criteria for 
assessment, and implement a peer assessment process

• Joining the Board of Directors as a context for 
advanced training. Anyone who has completed the 
Authority Issue Group in Intermediate level training, 
may apply to serve on the Board of Directors

• Participating in the advanced training track offered 
at the Annual Conference for post-Authority Issue 
Group members

• Participating in Theory groups, which support the 
ongoing exploration of innovations, leading edge 
thinking and amplification of different aspects of the 
Theory of Living Human Systems and its application

• Working with mentors to develop additional training 
opportunities, including workshops, consultation 
and research. .
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This section is intended for members to share their experiences with SCT, responses to articles, workshops, trainings, and 
anything else related to exploring SCT and the Theory of Living Human Systems (TLHS). Whether your contribution 
is short or long, it’s always welcome. The goal is to share energy and build.

The Right Place at the Right Time 
Anurag Mani 
anuragmani@hotmail.com 

The Buddhist proverb ‘When the student is ready the 
teacher shall appear’ captures the essence and importance 
of timing when I opened my person system boundaries to 
SCT. At that time I was engaged in a rigorous Association 
of Clinical Pastoral Education – Educator certification 
process for the past three years and was looking to find 
a theoretical place that will allow me to enhance the 
understanding of myself and of the group of chaplain 
interns I was supervising. What I did not realize was the 
deep and life-giving impact of SCT! 

I am an Indian American man and was raised in a caring 
and strict Northern India family and cultural context. I 
was expected to be good at everything; this expectation 
was the voice of the parents, families, teachers, cultural 
context and as result, I owned this voice and it became 
my own. For years I was in bondage of this voice which 
informed me that I must be the best in every context. I 
was always performing or attempting to perform and most 
of the time the lack of performance would be met by the 
familiar shame. I was trapped, in bondage and unable to 
free myself! In my educator-certification process I was 
engaged in the work of deep self-awareness, therapy and 
helpful feedback by educators and peers. This is when I 
was introduced to SCT and it became a driving force for 
me as it illuminated the pathway for me that has brought 
me the choice to be authentically be present in any given 
context. 

The biggest AHA moment for me was to recognize that 
my role and goals change with my changing context. As 
I integrated this understanding, I was empowered to be 
fully me without the need for performance. It allowed me 
to own my humanity, which meant for me to authentically 
embrace my gifts and my shadow side. The freedom to 
explore and become aware of what drives and what restrains 
me allowed me to make more authentic and empowering 
choices without being restrained by my stereotypical and 
often survival roles methods yet remaining compassionate 
and graceful to my own wounded and broken self. This 
was huge for me because now I had the freedom to enter 
a context fully aware of my role and thus allowing energy 
to be invested accordingly. This in turn helped me gain 
confidence and personal authority. 

Another huge AHA moment for me was that as a child 
I was quite curious, but over the years, through the 

admonishments of the elders, learned to stop being 
curious. One way I used to express curiosity was by asking 
questions, and I learned culturally to silence that part of 
me. Silencing that curiosity created unhelpful ways because 
that energy behind curiosity was now turned inwards along 
with a feeling of shame. SCT engages the energy behind 
curiosity as an asset (and not as a punishment) to explore 
the unknown, the new or the different. It has helped me 
to own my curiosity as a gift and a driving force towards 
my learning and growth.  

There was a time in my life I would have felt responsibility 
to function as a chaplain in the hospital, then at the 
grocery store, at my Church, with my family. Now when 
I leave the hospital, I put my chaplain hospital badge 
(literally and figuratively) in my car and can now function 
more authentically in the various other roles that God has 
blessed me with in my life.  

And the best part is that I feel more Alive! .
Reflection on a Paradox 
John O’Grady 
john@ogradylaw.com 

I enjoyed Mike Maher’s “From the Director” piece in 
the Winter 2020 Newsletter. Mike explored taking up 
membership in light of the thought that “We are like corks 
on the water of the group dynamic.”  

He wrote that it “It behooves me then to notice what is 
happening, with the goal of sidestepping the induction 
and seeing if I can behave in ways which are different from 
falling into the role-lock trap that has been prepared for me 
(and which I have collaborated in preparing for myself). 
From this vantage point, I can take a look at what is going 
on and I can ask myself: How can I influence the group? 
How can I influence the system dynamic? I can even ask 
myself the hardest questions-how am I volunteering for 
identified patient or scapegoat? And am I going along with 
something that is wrong?” 

Mike’s words reminded me of what James Baldwin wrote 
in Notes of a Native Son (1955): 

It began to seem that one would have to hold in mind forever 
two ideas which seemed to be in opposition. The first idea was 
acceptance, the acceptance, totally without rancor, of life as it 
is, and men (people) as they are:  in light of this idea it goes 
without saying that injustice is commonplace. But this did not 
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mean that one could be complacent, for the second idea was 
of equal power:  that one must never, in one’s own life, accept 
these injustices as commonplace but one must fight them with 
all one’s strength. 

That’s quite a challenge for me too! .
A Letter from a Deviant
Nitesh Painuly 
Nitesh.painuly@nhs.net 

Dear Group, 

In SCT groups we don’t scapegoat; instead, we find and 
join our subgroup of either scapegoat or scapegoater, and 
explore both sides of the conflict, one at a time. 

But what happens in non-SCT groups (which, by the 
way, happens to be the rest of the world)? Soon after 
working satisfactorily in a SCT group, I have found myself 
scapegoating another member in a ‘non-group’ context, or, 
being scapegoated when I returned to my family context. 

Yes, I do see and observe myself doing a good scapegoat 
job and keep reminding myself of the universality of these 
human instincts. Still, I can’t help behaving exactly as a 
scapegoat does; a ‘lonely’ act in a context, which is out of 
the context. 

I can almost hear Yvonne Agazarian saying to me something 
along these lines, “You see, you do this so you can say to 
the group ‘Look, what you have done to me’” (a masochist 
taking the sadistic pleasure). She probably would have said 
to the scapegoater, “Your version is, ‘When we do this to 
you, it hurts us as well, but we do this for your own good’” 
(a sadist taking the masochistic pleasure). 

Whilst I am attending my bruises from a recent deviant 
act, I have found the following two thoughts helpful. 

  1.  Scapegoat (me) scapegoats the group, and the group 
(you) scapegoats the scapegoat, i.e., the scapegoat is a 
scapegoater at the same time. 

 2.  There is not only one (me) deviant in the group; 
another one is called ‘leader’. And you need both 
of us for your ‘groupishness’. Your leader holds the 
system, I hold the structure. Your leader personifies 
communication, I personify noise. Your leader wants 
you to move towards your goal and I want you to deal 
with the problem (which is inevitable along the way). If 
you don’t have either of us, you will either remain just a 
constellation of individuals or get jumbled up as a mass 
of ‘herd’. 

My advice (in my wisdom of being a deviant) to you is to 
keep an eye on a deviant within you and keep asking him/

her to join the ‘leader’ of that moment; who could be anyone 
including the leader you appointed, a self-proclaimed leader, 
a silent member or a raging deviant like me. 

And yes, despite being a deviant I continue to have a huge 
yearning for a good join!!                         

So, anyone else…………? 

 a deviant in a role .
SCT and Race  
Exploring White Supremacy in the 
Context of SCT  
Lorena Monda  
lorenamonda@gmail.com 

Cayce Ramey 
fightingfriar@gmail.com 

Perri Franskoviak   
pfranskoviak@gmail.com 

Bertha Genna Kondrak    
bgkondrak@gmail.com 

Lorena: I am a white, able-bodied, bisexual, cis-gendered 
woman. 

Cayce: I am a white, able-bodied, heterosexual,  
cis-gendered man. 

Perri:  I am a white, able-bodied, bisexual, cis-gendered 
woman. 

Bertha: I am a white, able-bodied, heterosexual,  
cis-gendered woman.* 

We are writing this in the wake of the recent murders of 
George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, David McAtee, Ahmaud 
Arbery, and Rayshard Brooks.  

Cayce: I feel shame, anger, frustration, and hope. 

Bertha: I feel sadness and hope. 

Perri:  I feel anger and deep sadness. 

Lorena: I feel anger and grief. 

We want to bring our feelings about this into our SCT 
Community because these killings are part of a long 
history of unchecked systemic murder and oppression 
of Black people at the hands of the police and other 
individuals acting on their own authority in the white-
dominated US. 

At the same time, as the pandemic rages, disproportionate 
numbers of BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and People of 
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Color) are contracting COVID-19 and dying due to 
hundreds of years of systemized white supremacy that has 
impacted every aspect of their lives including housing, 
jobs, nutrition, healthcare, and more. In addition, while 
many of us have been locked down, BIPOC are more 
likely to serve in many roles judged to be “essential” from 
which we all benefit and which increases their risk. 

We want the members of the SCT community to 
recognize that it is our responsibility to listen to the voices 
of those who aren’t often heard in contexts of power—or 
if those voices are present, are tokenized and dismissed—
and to reflect on our own participation in the structures of 
systemic racism from which we benefit. We want to open 
our boundaries to information about how we act out our 
white privilege, and to work toward understanding how 
others are impacted by our behavior. 

We want the SCT community to live the theory in 
regards to systemic racism and white privilege. We want 
the boundaries to remain open and permeable on all 
systems levels to explore, listen, and uncover our roles 
in perpetuating our white supremacy and privilege. We 
want to continue to create a safe environment to do this 
important work. 

We want the members of the SCT community to 
know that this matters to us and that it is affecting our 
community/system within SCT.  

Lorena: When I look around SCT, I see almost only white 
faces. This is painful for me. The multi-racial spaces I 
inhabit contain a richness and complexity and vibrancy that 
I do not find in all-white spaces. I feel this as a loss for us 
here in SCT, and want to bring my feelings of loss into our 
larger SCT system and continue to subgroup around this.  

Cayce: When I look around SCT, I see potential for 
engagement across so many divides; possibilities for 
powerful communication and resonance; and I see a 
system-as-a-whole that has yet to fundamentally reconcile 
with the realities of exploring and practicing a theory that 
was developed in the context of Western white supremacy. 
I feel this as a failure (judgment!) of our system and I want 
to target “others” who have come before me even as I take 
up my membership and work to build the group I want. 

Last year (2019) at the SCT Conference in Philadelphia, 
during a meeting with the SCT Board, I stood up and voiced 
a want to acknowledge and to work to undo the effects of racism 
and white supremacy within SCT in order to invite and build a 
multi-racial SCT community. Thankfully, I had a subgroup. 
We discovered by a show of hands that there was a larger 
subgroup in the room that had energy to explore this more.  

Lorena: I committed to bringing the subgroup together 
more formally and sent out an invitation to the SCT 

community to join a monthly Zoom group with the above 
goal. We have been meeting monthly since August 2019.  

Perri:  Longing for a place to explore the ways in which I 
walk through the world protected by my white privilege, 
I took up my membership in this group with a lot of 
curiosity about what it would feel like to explore our 
privilege, especially in the context of SCT. I have been 
grateful to this group for giving me a place to explore my 
shame, anger and sadness.  

Bertha: I am committed to continuing to do the work, 
in this group’s safer environment, of exploring my white 
privilege and how it excludes membership in our SCT 
community, and influences the larger systems. 

 The work of our group has held many themes: 

1) The need to educate ourselves about white supremacy 
and how the characteristics of white supremacy culture 
(WSC) live in us at the person system level, and in SCT 
in the member and group-as-whole levels.  

To this end, we have acknowledged the necessity of 
bringing in resources from some of the many experts 
outside of SCT who have done this work for decades— just 
as SCT did when it opened its boundaries to information 
from the attachment, neuroscience, and trauma fields. We 
have worked with resources in the form of books, articles, 
and video presentations (there are many) including: 

“Characteristics of White Supremacy Culture” by Kenneth 
Jones and Tema Okun (article, available on the internet) 

“From White Racist to White Anti-Racist: The Lifelong 
Journey” by Tema Okun (article, available on the internet) 

White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo  (book, plus many of 
her talks available on the internet) 

So You Want to Talk About Race by Ijeoma Oluo (book, 
plus talks available in the internet) 

We used these resources to begin to explore our own 
biases and how the characteristics of white supremacy live 
in our person systems, in how we interact as members, and 
in the systems we are part of, including SCT.  

2) An exploration of whether the fact that the group was 
formed with two relatively inexperienced leaders (in terms 
of SCT) would be a restraining force to doing the work 
we signed on to do. This included a discussion about 
whether the group wanted to invite a trainer to work with 
us, following a suggestion of Mike Maher’s in his role 
Director of SCTRI. We have explored our experience 
interacting with the leadership and other subsystems in 
SCT as we have worked to take up our authority to do 
the work for which we have energy with the resources we 
have in our group. 
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3) Setting norms different from SCT norms regarding 
leaders’ participation, and working with information that 
comes into the group about this. 

4) Wanting to influence the SCT system-as-whole to open 
its boundaries to issues of race and how they impact the 
BIPOC and white members of our community as well as 
those who might want to join SCT.  

5) (Intense) curiosity about how acknowledging white 
supremacy culture within SCT will change the theory 
and method. We have wondered about how SCT theory 
can be used to explore SCT’s development and current 
functioning as a product of white supremacy culture. We 
have wondered how SCT theory might be blind to biases 
deeply embedded in the system. We have found energy 
with the possibility that the structures of SCT could 
support the kind of containment, exploration, growth, and 
transformation needed to help end white supremacy. 

6) Acknowledgment that this work has been done in the 
past by other members of the SCT community, but it has 
been ‘dropped’ or never integrated into the system as whole. 

Cayce: Personally, and as a member and leader of this 
group, I have learned that there are times and experiences 
for which the world is my subgroup. I have been challenged 
by the apparent overlap between white fragility and the 
prioritization of white comfort and concepts in SCT about 
change only at the pace that the group can “handle” – what 
about when that pace is costing people their lives? I wonder 
how ‘containment’ and ‘outrage’ and communications 
patterns might differ from culture to culture. And I wonder 
if I am willing to leave SCT if my energy would be more 
functional, more driving, in another context. 

Lorena: Personally, and as a member and leader of this 
group, I have learned it is not enough for me to be a ‘good 
white person’ who believes in ‘discerning and integrating 
differences.’ (I have deliberately changed the language 
here in recognition of the violence that ‘discriminating’ 
has done in white supremacist contexts to people being 
discriminated against.) What does this mean for me as a 
psychotherapist and group leader whose work has always 
rested in attachment and developmental models and in 
personal trauma work, rather than in work that centers 
how trauma and the shaping of individuals’ and families’ 
survival responses are also created at larger system levels? 
What does it mean for a person of color to walk into our 
all-white space and try to learn the rules and norms of 
belonging when those rules are shaped by unexamined 
dominant (white) culture biases?  

Perri:  I am learning how to keep my boundaries open 
to how others experience me, and noticing how difficult 
that is to do when I feel misunderstood in the context of 
exploring systemic racism. This is the transitional space of 

the work for me and all white people. I am called upon 
to stretch further to understand how systemic racism and 
white privilege work together to stop deeper self-reflection 
and acknowledgement of how others experience me. Race 
is present in everything I do, how I think, feel and even 
taste my life. I’m doing this work for the larger system, 
and have energy to keep bringing myself in to explore and 
undo the soul crushing effects of white supremacy in the 
air we all breathe, and in the context of SCT.  

Bertha: I want my SCT community to reflect my other 
contexts of life, and be multiracial and we continue to do 
the difficult work of transforming systems. 

Lorena: A colleague of mine, in another group said this: 
‘All that white supremacy needs is that we do nothing.’ 
These words have stayed with me. I have more questions 
than answers at the moment. I am no longer willing to do 
nothing. I want to be part of making SCT a space that 
is welcoming to Black, Indigenous, and People of Color 
because we are grounded in understanding the differences 
that are created by systemic racism and white supremacy. 
I have energy to join others in doing the work of waking 
up to the pervasiveness of white supremacy and its deadly 
effect on BIPOC. It is difficult to be in spaces where this 
work is not being done. 

Cayce: A colleague of mine, in another group, said this: 
“White supremacy is the water and we’re all fishes.” 
These words have stayed with me. I have more questions 
than answers at the moment. I am no longer willing 
to do nothing. I celebrate and hold onto the joy I have 
encountered. I have a positive prediction that this work 
will make an impact. I have energy to join others in doing 
the work of ending white supremacy and its deadly effects 
on BIPOC. I want to be in communities, systems, and 
spaces where this work is being done. 

Anyone else? 

(If you would like to join the SCT and Race Group send an 
email to: SCTandRace@gmail.com) 

* Note: We choose to identify ourselves using our social identities, 
in contrast to the SCT norm of allowing each system and its 
members to define itself in a way that relates to its context. In 
our ongoing exploration of white privilege and supremacy, we 
note that one of the ways in which white supremacy makes 
itself known is through the norm of whiteness—never having 
to come “out” with our demographic descriptors. White people 
have more choice about how they would like to be identified, 
whereas people of color are not allowed that luxury in a 
culture that prizes whiteness. We seek to disrupt this norm as 
we continue to explore how white supremacy is perpetuated 
throughout SCTRI and the Theory of Living Human Systems. .
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Life in the Time of Coronavirus 

In the context of COVID-19: Zoom   
and SCT Practice – A Member 
Experience 
Irene McHenry 
Irene.mc.granger@gmail.com 

I’m in the subgroup of never having imagined using Zoom 
for my work as a therapist. I began reluctantly using Zoom 
with my therapy clients in March. Now, to my surprise, I 
see benefits and new outcomes from using SCT methods. 
Here are two brief examples. 

In starting a small support group for those living with 
chronic medical challenges in my local synagogue 
community, I found it so easy to introduce subgrouping 
in one sentence without using the word subgrouping. “As 
part of our group structure on Zoom, we’ll use a simple 
practice of joining and building on what someone has 
said. When you are finished speaking, let the group know 
by saying ‘anyone else’ to invite others to join.” The other 
practice that I introduced is closing each group session 
with surprises, learnings, satisfactions, and dissatisfactions, 
with dissatisfactions leading to action for the next session. 
The group, with no background in SCT, picked up these 
two practices and uses them beautifully. Bringing new 
members into the group has also worked easily with this 
basic structure. “Anyone else” is particularly useful in the 
Zoom environment where hand raising cannot be seen in a 
large group and where there is a subtle dissonance between 
screen face and voice. In a context where group members 
have no SCT theory and training, I have come to see these 
two practices, “anyone else,” and “SLSD” are common-
sense practices, accessible to all. 

With individual clients via Zoom or Face time, I’m noticing 
their ease in response to undoing negative predictions 
and mindreads, releasing tension, and to my questions 
for vectoring energy. Clients are familiar with these 
interventions, which, in person, are sometimes met with 
silence or resistance. While I don’t have an explanation for 
this phenomenon of agile, smooth responsiveness from the 
clients, I’m hypothesizing that there are several converging 
driving forces in the Zoom context:  1) the immediacy and 
increased intimacy in the face-to-face setting with our faces 
right next to one another on the screen, rather than sitting 
five-to-six feet away from one another in the office; 2) in 
the context of a screen, the client is keeping eyes open and 
on the screen rather than looking down or away; 3) the 
client may be more relaxed in her own home setting with 
defenses less activated and more material available for the 
work; 4) in the COVID-19 context, the fact of not being 

able to predict the future is more obvious and real, and the 
fact of that unknowable future, which may have seemed 
abstract before, is now a clear reality.  

Anyone else? .
COVID-19 Musings, with a Particular 
Appreciation for Yvonne’s Teachings 
of P, M, SG, GAW 
Rich Armington 
armington@gmail.com 

Austin, Texas has a particular flavor in this difficult 
time of differences; how, when, why, if to ‘open up’ 
our communities. The mayor of Austin (“Let’s go 
slow and ensure safety.”) is often at odds with our 
governor (“Economy rules,” so let’s open even though 
COVID-19 cases are still spiking within the state).   

Initially, the mayor set the rules within the city and 
masks were required.  Then the governor, a month or so 
later, said not required. I was shocked to see how many 
people chose to not use masks based on this (premature) 
relaxation of protection. 

I was walking along our greenbelt, an outdoor scenic 
trail running alongside a beautiful creek within a forest-
like surrounding. I put my mask up anytime I neared a 
passerby. Many did not reciprocate, a few did. Then a 
family walked by me and their young daughter (4 years?) 
looked at me and exclaimed to her parents, “He looks 
so funny.” None of the family had masks. Here’s what I 
think about all this. 

They missed an opportunity to guide their child into the 
concept of being a member (citizen) of the wider system. 
That a mask is not simply ‘my choice’ to wear or not, 
allowing others to make their own choices. (Too much 
focus on the person system at the cost of the larger system.)  

I’m seeing that this concept of taking one’s authority 
on behalf of the larger system might look like someone 
choosing to wear a mask in such contexts, for me, and for 
you (for us). I don’t know your context and you don’t 
know mine. Are there medical vulnerabilities for you, or 
at home with others?  

For me, I was wearing a mask to protect - me, yes; but 
equally cogent for me, I was wearing it to protect - the 
other. This was a useful example for me of having 
authority for one’s own system while also on behalf of the 
system-as-a-whole.   

My wish is that those parents would have seen how potent 
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the lessons could be on behalf of their developing daughter. 

Thanks, Yvonne. I remember your own challenges with 
your lungs and the need for all of us to remain judicious 
during trainings, nearby you.  That training lives on inside me 

Stay safe, you - me – us. .
The Large Group on Zoom 
Rowena Davis 
rdavis@rdaconsulting.net 

I felt contained by Mike (Maher) centering us at the start 
and by the vector Susan (Gantt) gave to work with undoing 
anxiety.  I joined with my version – fearing for my daughter’s 
life working in a hospital, at that point without Personal 
Protective Equipment.  As more people brought in their 
anxiety provoking thoughts, I started to feel like I was in a 
huge wave like a tsunami and had another negative prediction 
that we would not undo our anxiety! Then as Susan vectored 
us to our here-and-now experience I started to collect data and 
to feel more compassion and curiosity. I ended with gratitude 
for being connected to a wider community and being able 
to share our experiences. I was astounded by the amount of 
connection we were able to have with 75 (?) participants.  .
On the Edge of the Unknown,  
With Joy 
Clarice Belcher 
Clarice33@bellsouth.net 

For the most part, my life has remained unchanged. Before 
coronavirus, the most traveling I did was to the grocery 
store and gas station; after coronavirus, the most traveling 
I do is to the grocery store and gas station. Truth be told, 
however, my partner does the grocery shopping, so it may 
well take me three months to fill my car with gas. 

What I bring with me into this journey with coronavirus 
is knowing that I stand at the edge of the unknown, and 
through SCT, I know that I can stand at the edge in either 
dread or curiosity. I have chosen curiosity; and because 
of that curiosity and the detachment it affords, I live in a 
pandemic with joy, contentment, and satisfaction. Flowers 
still bloom, birds still sing, and I continue to share delicious 
meals with a loving partner. All that I have or that I ever 
really wanted is in my back yard (to paraphrase Dorothy 
in The Wizard of Oz), and so I take each day in curiosity 
and lean on what I know, rather than what I don’t know. 
This idea of living in what I know has been such a gift to 

me, both before the coronavirus and during it, that I am 
forever indebted to SCT and to Yvonne Agazarian whose 
courageous work with her unknowns now informs my 
work with my unknowns. I cannot imagine a better gift. 

Thank you. .
A Field of Holding 
Marianne Williams Bentzen 
mariannebentzen@mac.com 

In late March, the Bodymind Opleidingen Institute, a 
body psychotherapy training center in the Netherlands, 
contacted me to ask if I would do some online meditations 
for their circle of students and practitioners. It turned out 
that several people had asked about this possibility. I travel 
to this institute from Denmark to teach, and it is special to 
me for several reasons. The staff has a strong spirit of conflict 
reconciliation. They walk their talk. They are one of the few 
body psychotherapy organizations that offer – and honor – 
several different schools of body psychotherapy. In this way, 
the staff is already aware of belonging to larger systems than 
just their own system subgroup.  

Starting late in March, I have been doing these pro bono 
Zoom meditations twice a week, scaling down to once 
a week in May, and finishing on June 2nd. The circle 
of participants widened as we opened the boundaries 
to participants from many countries, to spouses and 
children, and through the recordings on the websites, to 
anyone who wants to join in. We ended up with 90-120 
participants present on most mornings. Each week, I asked 
that those willing would write emails with two statements, 
one about their resource and one about their stress or pain 
– in SCT language, the driving and restraining forces of 
their current situation. The Bodymind staff collected the 
statements and sent them to me on the morning of the 
meditations. As the meetings evolved, the series acquired 
a name, a gift to the process from a blog post of one of the 
participants:  “Creating a Field of Holding,” and I began 
to preface each meditation with a short talk and end with 
10-15 minutes for sharing. The talks and the meditations 
were inspired by the texts I received from participants 
as well as my own sense of what was happening in our 
countries and in the world. Although these reflections and 
meditations were called out by the need in the time of 
the first wave of the coronavirus crisis, I hope that others 
might still enjoy them. The concepts and meditation 
methods I used are the ones I apply with all the joys and 
sorrows of daily life, and with a thread running through 
them all of belonging to living systems as well as living 
human systems and even the not-generally-understood-as-
living physical world.  
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For myself, the first wave of coronavirus has been an 
opportunity for life reflection, and it has been a great pleasure 
and a gift to lead these meditations. It has truly felt like a field 
of holding for me as well as for the participants. To sneak 
in a neuroaffective observation:  research shows that while 
giving benefits to the immune system and nervous system of 
the receiver, leading meditation benefits the giver even more. 

Participants were mostly somatic psychotherapists, and 
although SCT was not mentioned at all, I constantly felt I 
was using the spirit of it:  the spirit of co-creating safety, peace, 
and a deepening understanding. In the language of SCT:  
supporting survival, development, and transformation. The 
theory and methods of SCT are deeply aligned with the spirit 
of how to work with trauma from a somatic perspective, and 
also deeply aligned with the meditative integration of inner 
conflicting subgroups. I believe that when we look deeply into 
living human systems, from whatever theoretical framework, 
we can find a language and a pathway that supports survival, 
development, and transformation.   

The talks and meditations (but not the sharing after the 
meditations) are available in two ways. I hope that some 
of you may enjoy them. I feel that they get better after the 
first one or two .  

Venlig hilsen/best regards. 

Videos can be streamed from the Bodymind Opleidingen 
website:  

https://bodymindopleidingen.nl/publicaties/voor-jou-
inspiratie-en-oefeningen-tijdens-de-social-distance-periode/
creating-field  

The sound recordings are available from my website:  https://
www.mariannebentzen.com/meditationer/ 

 .
Training Experiences During  
COVID-19  
Rowena Davis  
rdavis@rdaconsulting.net 

My experience of COVID-19 started in early February. 
Juliet Koprowska and I were scheduled to run three SCT 
trainings in Italy in early March. Juliet was in Italy from 
the beginning of February and I was listening to Italian 
radio and reading news posts to get my Italian back up 
to scratch so we were monitoring the spread of COVID-
19 there.  On 14 February I was talking to my son and 
relaying the news of the spread in Lombardy. He had 
a ‘What!’ – it didn’t seem believable.  When the three 
towns near Milan with 50,000 inhabitants were placed in 
lockdown it started becoming all too real and close. 

I was due to travel on 2 March. That weekend I was still 
hovering – weighing up the risks and seeing if we could 
just do the training near Pisa, avoiding the epicentre near 
Milan.  My husband and I had a holiday booked in the 
Apuan Alps and really wanted to go! In a nice role reversal, 
both my adult children and their partners said something 
along the lines of Are you crazy? What would you be saying 
to us if we were planning to travel? I took that in, along 
with the cases rising by 100% in Milan, and Juliet and I 
decided she would return to the UK and I would not go.  
We were very disappointed, and it made common sense. 

The organiser of the trainings asked if there was any 
chance we could run one of them with a team of six on 
Zoom. They had had no previous SCT experience. As 
Juliet and I explored the possibility of Zoom, we shifted 
from our opinion we can only do this work in person to a 
proposal of let’s experiment and adjust the content to what 
feels doable.  We took an afternoon to get ready and met 
the team for 1.5 days.  

Overall, the work was successful –the team learnt to 
subgroup; we undid anxiety and mindreads as they 
emerged; the team started to explore issues they thought 
were undiscussable; we built a working climate of greater 
trust; they left with an appreciation for the work and an 
appetite for more. And it was hard work. It took energy 
from the facilitator roles to feel the group’s energy. We 
missed the eye contact. It was harder to sense if silence 
was a working silence or avoidance. To address this, we 
checked this more than we usually do in person.  

I learnt a lot from this first training. How it takes courage 
and energy to step into a new way of working and that 
curiosity really does help! Juliet and I quickly decided to 
tweak our design from using a fishbowl to working group-
as-a-whole. (We hadn’t yet discovered breakout rooms.) 
We used the breaks to share our sense of how the work 
was unfolding and tweak the design where this seemed 
functional. We were glad we had shortened the day and 
kept a lunch hour of 1.5 hours.  

Subsequently, as a both a member and as a leader of 
Zoom meetings and trainings, I’ve discovered how it 
helps to have two facilitators and to designate technology 
and task/process facilitator roles; breakout rooms can vary 
the pace and reduce the sense of being on view to all; the 
option to not see one’s own video increases one’s view of 
the group; pinning someone’s image when working with 
one member gives a greater sense of connection and eye 
contact. And sharing our learnings really builds capacity. 
SCTUK has moved the June London trainings to Zoom 
and are curious how these will go. We have participants 
from the US, EU, and Asia so this virtual meeting space 
has opened up options in a way we hadn’t expected! .
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An SCTRI Membership Benefit Ripe 
for the COVID-19 Era 
Jim Peightel 
jpeightel@comcast.net 

I am writing this from two roles, one, as a SCTRI member 
sharing a COVID-19 observation and experience, and two, 
as a member of the SCTRI Membership Action Group. 

Since Stay at Home, something I have observed in others, 
had to absorb from others, and experienced myself is 
the unexpected, unprovoked experience of losing it. 
Sometimes it’s two minutes, sometimes ten, occasionally 
hours, and sometimes I wake up in it, then it’s gone. 
It doesn’t happen that often but try as I may, I find no 
rhyme or reason. It’s not really anger or mounting outrage. 
I’m usually pretty good at noticing that brewing and can 
contain or deflect those brush fires pretty well, or at least 
make sense of them. It’s certainly not sleep deprivation. In 
asking around I have a feeling I’m not alone. How about 
you all. Anyone else? 

Here is something that may be close. A case manager and 
I interviewed a participant recently, and after comparing 
notes felt confident the picture was that of someone on the 
higher end of the Autistic Spectrum. I did some research 
on the topic and discovered in that field the well-known 
experience of “autistic meltdowns.” It’s not a temper 
tantrum, which often has a motive. It is often linked to 
major changes in routine. One definition was “an intense 
response to an overwhelming situation.” This seems close 
but no cigar. I have included a few helpful links describing 
the phenomenon, and offering management tips, but I 
have a better idea I’m about to get to. 

Earlier this week at work I had a version of one of these 
bouts that led me to impulsively enact a short-term solution 
to a problem, with no real thought of the larger context; so 
we didn’t have a policy yet, it didn’t get cleared upstairs, it 
wasn’t really my problem to solve, and what about the next 
time, etc. So very understandably I triggered one of “these 
things” in my boss. We had a new kind of chat on the 
phone, and after hanging up I had a new kind of tremor. 
What I thought was bad timing turned out to be perfect 
timing. That call ended right as I was about to have some 
social zoom time with a dear SCT friend. 

As I got there, a few minutes late, a light bulb went off with 
the better idea I teased you with earlier.  Ahh, what a fine 
time for using my under-appreciated SCTRI membership 
benefit.  I asked my friend to function as my consultant, 
got led in getting centered, and found my negative 
prediction; certain knowledge that the long-standing 
comfortable efficient trusting work relationship with 
my boss was permanently nuked beyond recognition… 

and, well, you know the rest. I was then free to have the 
welcomed hang-out time with my friend. 

Yes, “The 10-Minute Consult” is a unique SCTRI 
membership benefit. It just could be the magic bullet to 
help get your head back on straight during the COVID 
era. 

To learn more about the 10-minute consultation benefit, 
go to the website, members section, then participating, 
then peer consultation. Or feel free to contact me or a 
member of the Membership Action Group (MAG) and 
we can answer any questions. 

A friend and SCT colleague of mine, Michael Silverstein, 
wrote of his experience with a ten-minute consultation 
some time ago, and it was published in the Spring 2003 
Newsletter, and is republished here as another example 
and success story. 

The first time I ever utilized the SCTRI 10-minute 
consultation member benefit occurred soon after I had joined 
SCTRI, following a few months in a SCT training group. It 
was the night before I was scheduled to appear on an NPR 
talk show, and as I prepared for bed, I noticed I was quite 
anxious.  Unable to sleep, I tried to undo my own anxiety. I 
already knew many techniques to reduce anxiety; meditation, 
breathing, in addition to the ones I was learning through 
SCT, but they were to no avail.  

Normally, I might either have stayed awake for hours, or called a 
friend with whom I would obsess about the interview. Instead, I 
decided to check out the “free 10-minute consultation” that was 
part of membership in SCTRI. Telephoning an acquaintance 
in my training group with whom I had become friendly with 
more experience in SCT than me, I somewhat breathlessly told 
him my problem. In a sleepy voice, he asked me to get physically 
centered and then led me through the same exercise to reduce 
anxiety that I had tried on my own. However, this time, much 
to my surprise, it worked! 

 Within a few minutes of identifying a negative prediction (that 
I would make a fool of myself on radio with all my colleagues, 
patients, and friends listening in) and acknowledged that I 
could not predict the future, my anxiety totally dissipated! I 
even got in touch with the underlying emotion, which much to 
my surprise was excitement. I was actually feeling energized, 
curious, and looking forward to the very event that I had been 
fearing moments before. I Expressed my appreciation for the 
consult, soon fell asleep and awoke the next day still looking 
forward to the interview. 

Not only did the radio appearance go well, I even enjoyed 
it and had some fun. Since then I have utilized both formal 
and informal consultations with this structure with members 
of SCTRI for personal and professional problems, with real 
satisfaction and appreciation. 
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Now for next steps: 

From role 1- If anyone can relate to the new COVID 
meltdown-like symptom or phenomenon, as far as I know 
it does not yet have a catchy name, so let’s have a naming 
contest. In the spirit of the back page of “The Week” news 
magazine (where a spin on current events is described and 
folks submit fun names),  (or similar to the New Yorker 
cartoon captions contest), submit your names to me at 
jpeightel@comcast.net by the next newsletter deadline. A 
spin on systems-theory or SCT will yield extra credit. The 
winner and top 2 runner ups will be showcased in the next 
newsletter and receive really nice prizes.  

From role 2 – Consider using your 10-minute consult 
benefit, and if you do, consider sharing your story or 
SLSD’s in the next newsletter member’s forum.  

Membership Action Group is Kathy Lum, Annie Maciver, 
Jim Peightel, Bernd Postma 

https://www.autism.org.uk/about/behaviour/meltdowns.aspx 

https://www.verywellhealth.com/what-is-an-autistic-
meltdown-260154 

https://medium.com/@AshleaMcKay/the-m-word-
we-need-to-talk-about-adult-autistic-meltdowns-
fec98f60157b 

And finally…haiku for our times 
Nancy Weiss 
Weiss.nancys@gmail.com 

Covid-19 

A bright, breezy day. 

Fragrant flowers, perfumed air. 

Facemasks shroud senses. 

 

Explain 

Gray matter, matters. 

    Think, figure, predict, press on. 

Though it is senseless. 

          

Explore 

Unmasked, surviving 

Curiosity beckons 

Come to your senses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute’s 
SCT Training and Resource Center

Ideas: Thank you to all of you who responded to our invitation to 
share ideas about how the Center and the resources it offers can be used 
virtually by our whole SCT community. Some ideas that have emerged 
include:

    •  Sharing videos of Yvonne Agazarian’s work running groups supported 
by discussion groups to share our thoughts and learnings.

    • Developing short videos explaining aspects of SCT theory. 

    •  Sponsoring events to support members in sharing their recent 
experiences/learnings in using zoom and other virtual platforms to 
undertake SCT work. 

Let us know if you have energy for participation or leadership for  
any of these initiatives. SCT Training and Resource Center:  
sctri.center.scheduling@gmail.com

Archive: We are collating a comprehensive archive of the development 
of Yvonne Agazarian’s work, The Theory of Living Human Systems and 
Systems-Centered® practice. Are you in possession of or know anyone 
who has physical or digital copies of any SCT lectures, seminars, trainings 
or series that are consensually recorded? We would be grateful if you can 
have a think, and a search, and let us know of any material that you would 
be willing to add or lend to our archive. 
Contact our Center Coordinator, Taylor Malone at  
sctri.center.scheduling@gmail.com.

Groups and Presentations:  The Center is also pleased to be presenting a 
few events:

Putting our Resources to Work as Members of SCTRI...  
Exploring Systemic Racism  
For more information please contact: Taylor Malone at  
sctri.center.scheduling@gmail.com

Ethical and Licensing Issues and Case Discussions 
For more information please contact: Kathy Lum at  
admin@systemscentered.com

Large Group Experience for Members 
For more information please contact: Kathy Lum at  
admin@systemscentered.com

Member’s SCT Reading/Study Group (in the works) 
For more information please contact: Taylor Malone at  
sctri.center.scheduling@gmail.com

We are looking forward to building a vibrant home for our SCTRI Activities.

As this is “our” Center, please keep in touch

Annie MacIver and Fran Carter 
annie.maciver2@icloud.com & carter2229@aol.com 
Co-Directors, SCT Training & Resource Center



Upcoming Training Opportunities

AnnuAl York SYStemS-Centered  
trAining Week - online 

September 14-15: Foundation & Intermediate Training
 September 16-18: Large Group
Details on the web at https://sctuk.org/

SCt AnnuAl ConferenCe online 
Weekend Institute: March 13-14 • Conference: March 15-19

Details on the web at www.systemscentered.com


